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Min 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid to fall min
 1:80

150x50mm s'wd SC3 roof joists @ max 4
50mm ct's

15mm moisture resistant plasterboard

to soffits

Form head beam with 2No.
100x50mm sw'd timbers bolted
together with
M12 bolts @ 600mm ct's

12mm mineral chippings bedded in bitum
en on 3no. layers of polyester base roofin

g

felt (BS747) hot bedded and laid to BS82
17. Base layer to be single ply G3 felt with

25mm dia holes equally spaced and parti
ally bonded to Celotex TD4000 126MM

depth, warm deck insulation boards bedd
ed on mastic beads at joints according

manufacturers guidance to achieve vapou
r check. U-value 0.18 w/msqK. Roof deck

to be 18mm exterior plywood on tapered 
firings to achieve 1:40 fall on 50 x 150mm

flat roof joists (C16) at 400mm ct's. Flat ro
of joists to be fixed into roof beam webbin

g.

Roof joists to be fixed with holding-down s
traps to window header (2no. 50x170mm)

.

Ceiling to be finished with 12.5mm plaste
rboard and skim coat plaster.

studwork with 140 x 50mm.  Provide 70m
m thick Celotex

GA4070 insulation between studs leaving
 a 40mm air-gap to

internal face.  Line studs externally with 1
2mm external quality

timber sheeting and breather membrane. 
 Finish studs room side

with 60mm Celotex PL4000 insulation und
er, taped joints with

mastic seal to perimeter to provide a VCL
. 12.5mm Gyproc

Duplex board and finish with 5mm skim c
oat of gypsum board

plaster.  Finish frame externally with code
 5 lead over building

paper min length 1200mm to be fixed thro
ugh membrane and

OSB to studwork .  Fix sheathing materia
l and underlay/

weatherboard to the outside and finish int
ernally with 12.5mm

plasterboard with 3mm gypsum plaster fin
ish All to provide a U

value of max 0.18 W/sqmK

PVC-U soffit & facia boards with 112mm

gutter set to 1:350 fall to 68mm
downpipe discharging to existing
rainwater system. Min 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid to fall min

 1:80
150x50mm s'wd SC3 roof joists @ max 4

50mm ct's

15mm moisture resistant plasterboard

to soffits

15
0

General Notes:
Handrail to be 900mm above the pitch line
Staircase guarding to be 900mm above ffl.
Balusters to be at centres so as not to allow a 100mm ball to pass through

Treads and risers to be housed, wedged, blocked, glued and screwed, to be supported from adjacent

structure All works to be in accordance with part 'K' of the Building Regulations

Fully protect all soffits with plasterboard
All surfaces to achive a class O surface spread of flame classification

Refer to engineers layouts for joist and trimmer locations and setting out.

Manufactures to check all setting out details before constructing staircase.

any discrepancies to be reported to Project Architect immeadiatly.

Constructional Notes:
Contractor to check FFL. To FFL. on site prior to constructing staircase. Any discrepancies to be

reported to the Project Architect
Staircase to be manufactured to comply with BS 585 part 1 1989

General Construction:
Strings   - 32mm Parana Pine
String Cap   - 65 x 32mm Parana Pine
Treads   - 25mm nosed Parana Pine
Landing Nosing - 32mm Parana Pine
Risers   - 12mm plywood
Apron Lining  - 25mm moulded Parana Pine
Floor Rail  - 65x32mm Parana Pine
Balusters  - 32x32mm Georgian
Handrail  - 75x55mm Oak wall rail
Newels   - 90x90mm Hemlock with ball cap

Generally
Form opening in existing joists to accept new bespoke s'wh staircase. Double up joists & trimmers

around opening  Estimated floor to floor of 2710 giving 13 equal risers of 208mm and equal going of

249mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch. Width 850mm strin to string. 12.5mm platerboard fixed to stair soffit.

Headroom minimum 1800-2000mm depending on position to conform to Approved document K.

Handrail set at 800mm min. above pitch line, No part of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of a

100mm sphere, to conform with Approved document K

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant
215x65mm Glidevale Telescopic vents at 1.5m crs or approved

equal

Cavity tray over horizontal DPC course 150mm min above

external ground level Project DPC 5mm from external face of wall Weepholes 0ver closers
Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant
Rear/ side doors, french doors to be formed in white UPVC /sw'd

(to match existing)with 24mm (4:16:4) hermetically sealed double

glazed units with neoprene weather strips and white UPVC cills

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant
215x65mm Glidevale Telescopic vents at 1.5m crs or approved

equal

Cavity tray over horizontal DPC course 150mm min above

external ground level Project DPC 5mm from external face of wall Weepholes 0ver closers
Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

DPC to be hessian based felt to BS743 or 2000 gauge polythene

to BS6515 DPC as a continuous horizontal DPC beneath all

ground floor walls where they do not require tanking.  Lap joints a

minimum 150mm.  DPC's to extend to full wall thickness of each

skin and be at least 150mm above adjacent ground and paving

levels

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant

High performance, pre-finished hardwood door and frame with

neoprene weather strippin

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

'Storm-Gaurd Eco 2000 clipfix threshold complete with internal clip

transition ramp Hepworth UPVC flush floor drain with slotted cover mounted in

10mm granular fill Access ramp to be formed in paving slabs min width 900mm

laid to a fall not to exceed 1 in 15

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant
Rear/ side doors, french doors to be formed in white UPVC /sw'd

(to match existing)with 24mm (4:16:4) hermetically sealed double

glazed units with neoprene weather strips and white UPVC cills

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

DPC to be hessian based felt to BS743 or 2000 gauge polythene

to BS6515 DPC as a continuous horizontal DPC beneath all

ground floor walls where they do not require tanking.  Lap joints a

minimum 150mm.  DPC's to extend to full wall thickness of each

skin and be at least 150mm above adjacent ground and paving

levels

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers
Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

Provide 6mm gap between skirting and screeded floor Gap to be filled with non-hardening

sealant

High performance, pre-finished hardwood door and frame with

neoprene weather strippin

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

'Storm-Gaurd Eco 2000 clipfix threshold complete with internal clip

transition ramp Hepworth UPVC flush floor drain with slotted cover mounted in

10mm granular fill Access ramp to be formed in paving slabs min width 900mm

laid to a fall not to exceed 1 in 15

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 125mm

nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid

foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo blockwork inner (Lambda

0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers specification), finished internally

with 12.5mm plasterboard on 10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth.

Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/sqmK

Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with

minimum unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And

with minimum dimensions of 450x750mm, e.g. Bottom of openable

area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level
All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a

U-value of 0.18W/msqK. (Approved Document L 2002). Guarding

to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm above finished

floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All

habitable rooms to have opening windows with

rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm

(min).

Window board formed in 25mm bull-nose moulded MDF
DPC under cill
Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be

proprietary type with a min. thermal resistance path of 0.45m sq K.

(ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to

cover full cavity width. Incorporate horizontal and vertical DPC's at

all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling

a stepped/ level cavity tray with lead cover flashings and/or

soakers must be incorporated as necessary

Lintels to be propriatory galvanised steel or prestressed concrete

lintels as indicated upon engineer's drawings. to have min 150mm

bearing at each end with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min

2 per opening) with cavity trays over  as lintel manufacturers

details. Lintels to be factory insulated. For  lintels with continuous

solid steel base plates, soffit to be lined with insulation.

Propriatory Upvc vented head moulding with trickle vent to head of

frame

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details

MDF window board groved to suit cill
Packers as required

Form small weepholes in external vertical brick joints sloping down
towards the external face at 450mm centres over window and door
openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is
closed.

Mastic seal

MDF window board groved to suit cill

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details Propriatory cavity closer/former - frame fixings at alternate 225mm

vertical centres in inner and outer leafs, closer maintained fully forward

in wall cavity.

Wall ties @225mm vertical centres & within 225mm of reveal

Mastic window air seal to all joints

Externally rendered walls to be faced with 6mm waterproof render on

10mm continuous render on stainless steel EML backing. on 325mm

cavity walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to outer leaf, 125mm

nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid

foam insulation, 100mm Themalite Turbo blockwork inner (Lambda

0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers specification), finish internally with

12.5mm plasterboard on plaster dabs (20mm O/A depth). Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.18 W/M sq

Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with

minimum unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And

with minimum dimensions of 450x750mm, e.g. Bottom of openable

area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level
All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a

U-value of 0.18W/msqK. (Approved Document L 2002). Guarding

to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm above finished

floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All

habitable rooms to have opening windows with

rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm

(min).

Window board formed in 25mm bull-nose moulded MDF
DPC under cill
Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be

proprietary type with a min. thermal resistance path of 0.45m sq K.

(ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to

cover full cavity width. Incorporate horizontal and vertical DPC's at

all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling

a stepped/ level cavity tray with lead cover flashings and/or

soakers must be incorporated as necessary

Lintels to be propriatory galvanised steel or prestressed concrete

lintels as indicated upon engineer's drawings. to have min 150mm

bearing at each end with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min

2 per opening) with cavity trays over  as lintel manufacturers

details. Lintels to be factory insulated. For  lintels with continuous

solid steel base plates, soffit to be lined with insulation.
Propriatory Upvc vented head moulding with trickle vent to head of

frame
Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details

MDF window board groved to suit cill
Packers as required

Form small weepholes in external vertical brick joints sloping down
towards the external face at 450mm centres over window and door
openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is
closed.

Mastic seal

MDF window board groved to suit cill

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details Propriatory cavity closer/former - frame fixings at alternate 225mm

vertical centres in inner and outer leafs, closer maintained fully forward

in wall cavity.

Wall ties @225mm vertical centres & within 225mm of reveal

Mastic window air seal to all joints

Vertical tiled walls to be faced with concrete plain tiles (as schedule)

fixed at gauge and laps as manufacturers details on 25x38mm treated

s'wd battens over 'Tyvec' breathable underlay on 325mm cavity

walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to outer leaf, 125mm nominal

air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam

insulation, 100mm Themalite Turbo blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11)

leaf (as Structural Engineers specification), finish internally with

12.5mm plasterboard on plaster dabs (20mm O/A depth). Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.18 W/M sq

Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with

minimum unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And

with minimum dimensions of 450x750mm, e.g. Bottom of openable

area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level
All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a

U-value of 0.18W/msqK. (Approved Document L 2002). Guarding

to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm above finished

floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All

habitable rooms to have opening windows with

rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm

(min).

Window board formed in 25mm bull-nose moulded MDF
DPC under cill
Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be

proprietary type with a min. thermal resistance path of 0.45m sq K.

(ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to

cover full cavity width. Incorporate horizontal and vertical DPC's at

all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling

a stepped/ level cavity tray with lead cover flashings and/or

soakers must be incorporated as necessary

Lintels to be propriatory galvanised steel or prestressed concrete

lintels as indicated upon engineer's drawings. to have min 150mm

bearing at each end with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min

2 per opening) with cavity trays over  as lintel manufacturers

details. Lintels to be factory insulated. For  lintels with continuous

solid steel base plates, soffit to be lined with insulation.
Propriatory Upvc vented head moulding with trickle vent to head of

frame
Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details

MDF window board groved to suit cill
Packers as required

Form small weepholes in external vertical brick joints sloping down
towards the external face at 450mm centres over window and door
openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is
closed.

Mastic seal

MDF window board groved to suit cill

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details Propriatory cavity closer/former - frame fixings at alternate 225mm

vertical centres in inner and outer leafs, closer maintained fully forward

in wall cavity.

Wall ties @225mm vertical centres & within 225mm of reveal

Mastic window air seal to all joints

Vertical boarded walls to be faced 180x8mm 'Hardiplank' or similiar
sidings fixed as manufacturers details to 38x25mm s'wd battens
at 400mm ct's with galvanised clout nails over waterproof breather
paper on 325mm cavity walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to
outer leaf, 125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or
similar PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Themalite Turbo
blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers
specification), finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on plaster
dabs (20mm O/A depth). Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/M sq

Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with

minimum unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And

with minimum dimensions of 450x750mm, e.g. Bottom of openable

area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level
All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a

U-value of 0.18W/msqK. (Approved Document L 2002). Guarding

to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm above finished

floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All

habitable rooms to have opening windows with

rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm

(min).

Window board formed in 25mm bull-nose moulded MDF
DPC under cill
Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be

proprietary type with a min. thermal resistance path of 0.45m sq K.

(ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to

cover full cavity width. Incorporate horizontal and vertical DPC's at

all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling

a stepped/ level cavity tray with lead cover flashings and/or

soakers must be incorporated as necessary

Lintels to be propriatory galvanised steel or prestressed concrete

lintels as indicated upon engineer's drawings. to have min 150mm

bearing at each end with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min

2 per opening) with cavity trays over  as lintel manufacturers

details. Lintels to be factory insulated. For  lintels with continuous

solid steel base plates, soffit to be lined with insulation.
Propriatory Upvc vented head moulding with trickle vent to head of

frame
Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details

MDF window board groved to suit cill
Packers as required

Form small weepholes in external vertical brick joints sloping down
towards the external face at 450mm centres over window and door
openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is
closed.

Mastic seal

MDF window board groved to suit cill

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details Propriatory cavity closer/former - frame fixings at alternate 225mm

vertical centres in inner and outer leafs, closer maintained fully forward

in wall cavity.

Wall ties @225mm vertical centres & within 225mm of reveal

Mastic window air seal to all joints

Form window surround as 'Hardiplank' details

Walls dry-lined internally with
12.5mm plasterboard (min
density 8KG/Msq. on plaster
dabs
150x15mm 'V' grooved MDF skirting
22mm moisture resistant Chipboard

type C4(M) screwed & glued to joists Galvanised metal top flange
masonry hanger. Web stiffeners

may be required as manufacturers

details Joists to be 225mm at 400mm cts as

manufacturers details Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc

wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

8mm cement/ sand scratch
coat render typical mix 1:1:6
to 1: 1_2:4

300mm min Cavity wall formed in

two 100mm blockwork leaves, 100mm

nominal cavity with 'Tie type A' wall ties

as Approved Document E. Infilled with 100mm

Isowool cavity wall insulation.
305mm Cavity wall formed in
100mm facing bricks (as schedule)

to outer leaf, 50mm nominal
cavity, 75mm rigid insulation,

100mm blockwork inner skin as

Structural Engineers specification

Walls dry-lined internally with
12.5mm plasterboard (min
density 8KG/Msq. on plaster
dabs

8mm cement/ sand scratch
coat render typical mix 1:1:6
to 1: 1_2:4 Close cavity with a flexible
cavity stop with vertical dpc
to outside skin

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall -

0.18 W/sqmK

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool' sound deadening quilt between

joists Allow 25mm gap between joist and wall Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

Form intermediate floor in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant

chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669 with screw and glue fixings at board

perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A 10mm

expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), s'wd joists to be 225x50mm @

400mm ct's with strutting as required. No joist to be built into party

walls but hung off galvanised steel joist hangers. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.

Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where

external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to

be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No.

joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix

solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists,

allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall.

Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists. (Supply and fit 'Envirograph' or similar light

covers over recessed downlighters to uphold fire and acoustic

properties of floor).

Externally rendered walls to be faced with 6mm waterproof render

on 10mm continuous render on stainless steel EML backing. on

325mm cavity walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to outer

leaf, 125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Themalite Turbo blockwork

inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers specification),

finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on plaster dabs (20mm

O/A depth). Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/M sq

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool' sound deadening quilt between

joists Allow 25mm gap between joist and wall Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

Form intermediate floor in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant

chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669 with screw and glue fixings at board

perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A 10mm

expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), s'wd joists to be 225x50mm @

400mm ct's with strutting as required. No joist to be built into party

walls but hung off galvanised steel joist hangers. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.

Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where

external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to

be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No.

joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix

solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists,

allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall.

Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists. (Supply and fit 'Envirograph' or similar light

covers over recessed downlighters to uphold fire and acoustic

properties of floor).

Vertical tiled walls to be faced with concrete plain tiles (as

schedule) fixed at gauge and laps as manufacturers details on

25x38mm treated s'wd battens over 'Tyvec' breathable underlay on

325mm cavity walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to outer

leaf, 125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Themalite Turbo blockwork

inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers specification),

finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on plaster dabs (20mm

O/A depth). Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/M sq

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool' sound deadening quilt between

joists Allow 25mm gap between joist and wall Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

Form intermediate floor in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant

chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669 with screw and glue fixings at board

perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A 10mm

expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), s'wd joists to be 225x50mm @

400mm ct's with strutting as required. No joist to be built into party

walls but hung off galvanised steel joist hangers. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.

Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where

external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to

be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No.

joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix

solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists,

allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall.

Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists. (Supply and fit 'Envirograph' or similar light

covers over recessed downlighters to uphold fire and acoustic

properties of floor).

Vertical boarded walls to be faced 180x8mm 'Hardiplank' or
similiar sidings fixed as manufacturers details to 38x25mm s'wd
battens at 400mm ct's with galvanised clout nails over waterproof
breather paper on 325mm cavity walling of 100mm blockwork
(0.15w/mk) to outer leaf, 125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex
CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm
Themalite Turbo blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural
Engineers specification), finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard
on plaster dabs (20mm O/A depth). Max 'U'value through wall -
0.18 W/M sq
Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool' sound deadening quilt between

joists Allow 25mm gap between joist and wall Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

Form intermediate floor in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant

chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669 with screw and glue fixings at board

perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A 10mm

expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), s'wd joists to be 225x50mm @

400mm ct's with strutting as required. No joist to be built into party

walls but hung off galvanised steel joist hangers. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.

Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where

external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to

be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No.

joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix

solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists,

allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall.

Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists. (Supply and fit 'Envirograph' or similar light

covers over recessed downlighters to uphold fire and acoustic

properties of floor).

300mm min Cavity wall formed in

two 100mm blockwork leaves, 100mm

nominal cavity with 'Tie type A' wall ties

as Approved Document E. Infilled with 100mm

Isowool cavity wall insulation.

300mm min Cavity wall formed in

two 100mm blockwork leaves, 100mm

nominal cavity with 'Tie type A' wall ties

as Approved Document E. Wall to be

continuous to underside of roof, infilled

with 100mm Isowool cavity insulation as

manufacturers details.
325mm Cavity wall formed in
100mm facing bricks (as schedule)

to outer leaf, 50mm nominal
cavity, 75mm rigid insulation,

100mm blockwork inner skin as

Structural Engineers specification

Close cavity with a flexible
cavity stop with vertical dpc
to outside skin

Party wall to terminate 50mm below top of trusses to
allow for installation of mineral wool fire stopping.
25mm mineral wool fire stopping between battens

minimum 50mm between
party wall & truss
above underlay, minimum 300mm wide.
50mm mineral wool fire stopping
below underlay dressed over full
width of party wall & down

Dovetail Universal Vent Tile

Adaptor and Flexible Pipe Underlay Seal

Rigid ducting

with cap colour to match roof
Redland or similar
Plain or interlocking tiles (as schedule)

on 38x25mm s'wd battens over 'Tyvec'

vapour permiable sarking felt Truss roof structures by specialist

to be designed, fabricated and erected

in accordance with BS5268 pt 3.

Half Round Ridge Tile

Cement: sand mortar
continuous edge
bedding

For a distance of 900mm from face of all rigid
masonry supports: - 38 x 25mm S.W. ridge batten
fixed with S/S ridge batten fixing strap to each
rafter with S/S ring shank nail through strap into
rafter.  Lay continuous 500mm wide strip of underlay
over ridge batten and straps. Fix ridge tiles with S/S
clamping plate and S/S 100mm wood screw with
neoprene washer and foam grommet

Underlay lapped by min. of

150mm

Cement: sand mortar butt

joint bedding supported

and thinned using tile

slipsRoof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in 100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as

specified by structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on sections topped with clay

tiles (to match existing) on 38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles, over 'Tyvec'

vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msq.

Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc

wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

300mm min Cavity wall formed in

two 100mm blockwork leaves, 100mm

nominal cavity with 'Tie type A' wall ties

as Approved Document E. Wall to be

continuous to underside of roof filled

with 100mm Isowool cavity insulation

to manufacturers installation details.
Walls dry-lined internally with
12.5mm plasterboard (min
density 8KG/Msq. on plaster
dabs

8mm cement/ sand scratch
coat render typical mix 1:1:6
to 1: 1_2:4

Continuous horizontal ribon
of adhesive

Junction between separating wall

and roof filled with flexible closer

300mm mineral wool insulation

10kg/Msq

Flat Roof Joists
Size of JoistMaximum span (measured between supports)

C16 or SC3 Grade   At 400mm ct's   At 600mm ct's

125x50mm              2.53M        2.37M

150x50mm              3.19M        2.97M

175x50mm              3.18M        3.47M

200x50mm              4.49M        3.97M

225x50mm              5.09M        4.47M

Facia to be 25mm primed & painted s'wd fixed to joist

ends and closed with s'wd battens to give shadow

gap to wall
112mm deepflow Upvc gutter to 68mm dia.

Upvc downpipes
Remove a course of bricks, three or four at a time, to

insert a cavity tray (as manufacturers instructions),

weep holes to be left in mortar joints at regular

intervals. Form lead flashing dressed over tile and up

face of wall let into brick face min 75mm higher than

tile and cloak over in code 4 lead set under cavity tray

Rawlbolt 150x50mm s'wd treated wallplate

to existing wall (as SE design) and hang

new rafters on joist hangers as

manufacturers details

Cavity work below DPC - 275mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 75mm clear cavity
width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar, DPC to
be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground. Cavity to be
filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or ST2 mix
concrete and weather struck. Galvanised steel fishtail wall ties to
be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers

DPC to be hessian based felt to BS743 or 2000 gauge polythene

to BS6515 DPC as a continuous horizontal DPC beneath all

ground floor walls where they do not require tanking.  Lap joints a

minimum 150mm.  DPC's to extend to full wall thickness of each

skin and be at least 150mm above adjacent ground and paving

levels Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

FLOATING FLOOR- Remove top soil and sub-soil to required level,

backfill with selected hardcore to a depth of 150mm. Lay concrete

slab, as SE spec, to a depth of 100mm. Blind slab with maximum

13mm thick sand blinding, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene

DPM linked to main DPC. Lay 75mm thickness of Celotex Tuff-R Zero

FF4000 insulation (calculate thickness using Perimeter/Area ratio and

Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.22 W/msqK works to existing

buildings - 0.2W/msqK new build), with 30mm thick Celotex T-Break

TB3000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall from

beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 75mm

sand/cement screed (1:3) reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh

on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling of 100mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk)

leaf of 2.8N/mm sq. compressive strength (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plaster float & set

smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 200mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Span of Slab    Mesh    Conc Grade    Slab depth

Up to 2.4M     B358     C35          130mm

2.4-3.0M       B358     C35          130mm

3.0-3.7M       B358     C35          150mm

3.7-4.3M       B358     C35          180mm

4.3-4.9M       B358     C35          200mm

4.9-5.5M       B358     C35          230mm

Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar, prepare

walls and fix angle beads and stops as required, build up base

coat in 8mm layers, scratch each coat for bond, allow to set and

apply 1mm finish coats, trowel and set smooth.

Cavity work below DPC - 300mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 100mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Galvanised steel fishtail
wall ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence
two courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be
closed, at door thresholds, with slate closers

DPC to be hessian based felt to BS743 or 2000 gauge polythene

to BS6515 DPC as a continuous horizontal DPC beneath all

ground floor walls where they do not require tanking.  Lap joints a

minimum 150mm.  DPC's to extend to full wall thickness of each

skin and be at least 150mm above adjacent ground and paving

levels Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

FLOATING FLOOR- Remove top soil and sub-soil to required level,

backfill with selected hardcore to a depth of 150mm. Lay concrete

slab, as SE spec, to a depth of 100mm. Blind slab with maximum

13mm thick sand blinding, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene

DPM linked to main DPC. Lay 75mm thickness of Celotex Tuff-R Zero

FF4000 insulation (calculate thickness using Perimeter/Area ratio and

Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.22 W/msqK works to existing

buildings - 0.2W/msqK new build), with 30mm thick Celotex T-Break

TB3000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall from

beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 75mm

sand/cement screed (1:3) reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh

on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Rear/ side doors, french doors to be formed in white UPVC /sw'd

(to match existing)with 24mm (4:16:4) hermetically sealed double

glazed units with neoprene weather strips and white UPVC cills

Span of Slab    Mesh    Conc Grade    Slab depth

Up to 2.4M     B358     C35          130mm

2.4-3.0M       B358     C35          130mm

3.0-3.7M       B358     C35          150mm

3.7-4.3M       B358     C35          180mm

4.3-4.9M       B358     C35          200mm

4.9-5.5M       B358     C35          230mm

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling of 100mm facing

brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 50mm nominal

air cavity, 50mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam

insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm sq.

compressive strength (as Structural Engineers specification), finished

internally with 12.5mm plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar, prepare

walls and fix angle beads and stops as required, build up base coat in

8mm layers, scratch each coat for bond, allow to set and apply 1mm

finish coats, trowel and set smooth.

Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with

minimum unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And

with minimum dimensions of 450x750mm, e.g. Bottom of openable

area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level
All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a

U-value of 0.18W/msqK. (Approved Document L 2002). Guarding

to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm above finished

floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All

habitable rooms to have opening windows with

rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm

(min).

Window board formed in 25mm bull-nose moulded MDF
DPC under cill
Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be

proprietary type with a min. thermal resistance path of 0.45m sq K.

(ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to

cover full cavity width. Incorporate horizontal and vertical DPC's at

all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling

a stepped/ level cavity tray with lead cover flashings and/or

soakers must be incorporated as necessary

Lintels to be propriatory galvanised steel or prestressed concrete

lintels as indicated upon engineer's drawings. to have min 150mm

bearing at each end with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min

2 per opening) with cavity trays over  as lintel manufacturers

details. Lintels to be factory insulated with an effective conductivity

not exceeding 30 W/mK. For  lintels with continuous solid steel

base plates, soffit to be lined with insulation with minimum 'R'

value of 0.34m sq K/W. .

Propriatory Upvc vented head moulding with trickle vent to head of

frame

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details

MDF window board groved to suit cill
Packers as required

Form small weepholes in external vertical brick joints sloping down
towards the external face at 450mm centres over window and door
openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is
closed.

Mastic seal

Mastic seal
MDF window board groved to suit cill

Window sections indicative only, refer to manufactures details Propriatory cavity closer/former - frame fixings at alternate 225mm

vertical centres in inner and outer leafs, closer maintained fully forward

in wall cavity.

Wall ties @225mm vertical centres & within 225mm of reveal

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling of 100mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk)

leaf of 2.8N/mm sq. compressive strength (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plaster float & set

smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Stainless steel double triangle paten wall ties to BS 1234 with

insulation retaining discs, min 225mm to maintain a 50mm

embedidment. Set ties at max. 750mm horizontally and 450mm

vertically ct's in staggered courses. Ties, to be placed, within

225mm from reveals and expansion joints.

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool' sound deadening quilt between

joists Allow 25mm gap between joist and wall Form ceiling in 15mm Gyproc wallboard (min density 10kg/m sq)

Form intermediate floor in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant

chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669 with screw and glue fixings at board

perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A 10mm

expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), s'wd joists to be 225x50mm @

400mm ct's with strutting as required. No joist to be built into party

walls but hung off galvanised steel joist hangers. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.

Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where

external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to

be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No.

joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix

solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists,

allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall.

Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists. (Supply and fit 'Envirograph' or similar light

covers over recessed downlighters to uphold fire and acoustic

properties of floor).

Redland Regent Reform eaves filler unit nailed to

facia board.
Redland Regent eaves tile. Must be mechanically

fixed Redland PVC apron on 'Tyvec' felt
Redland UPVC facia grill nailed to facia board
Redland eaves ventilator tray skirt dressed into gutter

Roof to be formed with softwood joists & rafters

100x50 at 400mm ct's (as specified by structural

engineer) laid to a fall of 22.5 deg topped with

Redland Regent tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens at

suitable ct's over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt.

Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves.

Infill void with min 300mm mineral wool insulation.

Roof to achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msq.

300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling

of 100mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher

bond to outer leaf, 50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm

Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam

insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of

2.8N/mm sq. compressive strength (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Walls dry-lined internally with
12.5mm plasterboard (min
density 8KG/Msq. on plaster
dabs

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' UPVC

on 150x 50mm treated s'wd backing with matching

75mm downpipes
UPVC / s'wd facia & barge board to Clients choice

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Redland Regent eaves tile. Must be mechanically

fixed
Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

300mm Cavity wall formed in 100mm rendered block

to outer leaf, 50mm nominal cavity, 50mm rigid

insulation, 100mm 'Tatmac Topcrete' dense agregate

blocks or similar, inner skin as Structural Engineers

specification

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' UPVC

on 150x 50mm treated s'wd backing with matching

75mm downpipes
UPVC / s'wd facia & barge board to Clients choice

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Form new pitched roof in 150 x 50mm s'wd rafters, birdsmouthed onto

wallplate @ 400mm ct's (to SE details) laid to a fall of 17.5/15 deg.

topped with Redland Regent roof tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens laid over

'tyvec' breather felt layer. Insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 100mm Celotex

FR5000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail

exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm

air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second layer to the

underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 40mm

FR5000 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters

to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down

through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under

15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msqK.

Roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve

equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm (eaves).

Provide insect mesh to all vents

Redland Regent eaves tile. Must be mechanically

fixed
Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling

of 100mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher

bond to outer leaf, 50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm

Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam

insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of

2.8N/mm sq. compressive strength (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' UPVC

on 150x 50mm treated s'wd backing with matching

75mm downpipes
UPVC / s'wd facia & barge board to Clients choice

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Form new pitched roof in 150 x 50mm s'wd rafters, birdsmouthed onto

wallplate @ 400mm ct's (to SE details) laid to a fall of 17.5/15 deg.

topped with Redland Regent roof tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens laid over

'tyvec' breather felt layer. Insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 100mm Celotex

FR5000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail

exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm

air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second layer to the

underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 40mm

FR5000 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters

to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down

through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under

15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msqK.

Roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve

equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm (eaves).

Provide insect mesh to all vents

Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar, prepare

walls and fix angle beads and stops as required, build up base

coat in 8mm layers, scratch each coat for bond, allow to set and

apply 1mm finish coats, trowel and set smooth.
Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar, prepare

walls and fix angle beads and stops as required, build up base

coat in 8mm layers, scratch each coat for bond, allow to set and

apply 1mm finish coats, trowel and set smooth.

Redland Regent eaves tile. Must be mechanically

fixed
Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

300mm Cavity wall formed in 100mm facing bricks

to outer leaf, 50mm nominal cavity, 50mm rigid

insulation, 100mm 'Tatmac Topcrete' dense agregate

blocks or similar, inner skin as Structural Engineers

specification

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' UPVC

on 150x 50mm treated s'wd backing with matching

75mm downpipes
UPVC / s'wd facia & barge board to Clients choice

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Form new pitched roof in 150 x 50mm s'wd rafters, birdsmouthed onto

wallplate @ 400mm ct's (to SE details) laid to a fall of 17.5/15 deg.

topped with Redland Regent roof tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens laid over

'tyvec' breather felt layer. Insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 100mm Celotex

FR5000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail

exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm

air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second layer to the

underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 40mm

FR5000 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters

to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down

through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under

15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msqK.

Roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve

equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm (eaves).

Provide insect mesh to all vents

Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar,

prepare walls and fix angle beads and stops as required,

build up base coat in 8mm layers, scratch each coat for

bond, allow to set and apply 1mm finish coats, trowel

and set smooth. Roof to be formed with softwood joists & rafters

100x50 at 400mm ct's (as specified by structural

engineer) laid to a fall of 15/17.5 deg topped with

Redland Regent tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens at

suitable ct's over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt.

Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves.

Insulation as described elswhere.

Remove a course of bricks, three or four at a time, to

insert a cavity tray (as manufacturers instructions),

weep holes to be left in mortar joints at regular

intervals. Form lead flashing dressed over tile and up

face of wall let into brick face min 75mm higher than

tile and cloak over in code 4 lead set under cavity tray Rawlbolt 150x50mm s'wd treated wallplate

to existing wall (as SE design) and hang

new rafters on joist hangers as

manufacturers details

Eaves tile. to be mechanically fixed
Propriatory PVC apron on 'Tyvec' felt
Propriatory UPVC facia grill nailed to facia board
Propriatory eaves ventilator tray skirt dressed into

gutter

Roof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in

100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on

sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on

38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles,

over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a

50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msq.

300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity walling

of 100mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher

bond to outer leaf, 50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm

Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam

insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of

2.8N/mm sq. compressive strength (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value

through wall - 0.25 W/sqmK

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' 0r

similar UPVC/ s'wd to match existing, on 150x 50mm

treated s'wd backing with matching 75mm downpipes

Facia & barge board to match ext.

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.
300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

Vertical tiled walls to be faced with concrete plain

tiles (as schedule) fixed at gauge and laps as

manufacturers details on 25x38mm treated s'wd

battens over 'Tyvec' breathable underlay on 300mm

cavity walling of 100mm blockwork (0.15w/mk) to

outer leaf, 50mm nominal air cavity, 50mm Celotex

CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation,

100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm

sq. compressive strength (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plaster

float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.25

W/sqmK

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.
Eaves tile. to be mechanically fixed
Propriatory PVC apron on 'Tyvec' felt
Propriatory UPVC facia grill nailed to facia board
Propriatory eaves ventilator tray skirt dressed into

gutter

Roof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in

100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on

sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on

38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles,

over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a

50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msq.

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate
Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' 0r

similar UPVC/ s'wd to match existing, on 150x 50mm

treated s'wd backing with matching 75mm downpipes

Facia & barge board to match ext.

Redland Regent eaves tile. Must be mechanically

fixed

Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

300mm Cavity wall formed in 100mm rendered block

to outer leaf, 50mm nominal cavity, 50mm rigid

insulation, 100mm 'Tatmac Topcrete' dense agregate

blocks or similar, inner skin as Structural Engineers

specification

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' UPVC

on 150x 50mm treated s'wd backing with matching

75mm downpipes
UPVC / s'wd facia & barge board to Clients choice

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Form new pitched roof in 150 x 50mm s'wd rafters, birdsmouthed onto

wallplate @ 400mm ct's (to SE details) laid to a fall of 17.5/15 deg.

topped with Redland Regent roof tiles on 38x25 s'wd battens laid over

'tyvec' breather felt layer. Insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 100mm Celotex

FR5000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail

exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm

air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second layer to the

underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 40mm

FR5000 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters

to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down

through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under

15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msqK.

Roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve

equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm (eaves).

Provide insect mesh to all vents Plaster face to be British gypsum 'Thistle Coat' or similar, prepare

walls and fix angle beads and stops as required, build up base

coat in 8mm layers, scratch each coat for bond, allow to set and

apply 1mm finish coats, trowel and set smooth.

Remove a course of bricks, three or four at a time, to insert a cavity

tray (as manufacturers instructions), weep holes to be left in mortar

joints at regular intervals. Form lead flashing dressed over tile and

up face of wall let into brick face min 75mm higher than tile and

cloak over in code 4 lead set under cavity tray

Rawlbolt 150x50mm s'wd treated wallplate

to existing wall (as SE design) and hang

new rafters on joist hangers as

manufacturers details

Beam and block floor
installed in accordance
with Specialist's details

Refer to Structural
Engineers drgs for
details of foundations

Horizontal DPC course
150mm min above
external ground level
Project DPC 5mm from
external face of wall 100x65x8 RSA Screed stop end

Paint with 2No coats RIW

Cavity work below DPC - 325mm cavity walling using two leaves
of class FL brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive
strength, (normally 7% water absorption) with a 125mm clear
cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar,
DPC to be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground.
Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest DPC with GEN3 or
ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Stainless steel fishtail wall
ties to be used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two
courses below finished external ground level. Cavity to be closed,
at door thresholds, with slate closers

Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance

with Engineers drawings and details, strip off all vegetation, soil,

etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare formation

levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc.

to the dimensions shown on Structural Engineers details to the

satisfaction of the Building Inspector / NHBC

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling of 102.5mm

facing brickwork (as schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf,

125mm nominal air cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural Engineers

specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plasterboard on

10mm plaster dabs. float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall

- 0.18 W/sqmK

Form new loft dormer wall in 100x50mm swd studs at 400mm ct's off of

100x50mm sole plate on noggins between joists foxed to sides of

rafters. Insulate between studs with 75mm Celotex GA4000 insulation

and face internally with 60mm Celotex GA4000 insulatin with sealed

joints and edges, face with 12,5mm plasterbord float and set smooth for

decoraction. U value 0.17W/sqM
SEPARATING FLOOR BETWEEN INTERENAL GARAGE AND

DWELLING - Full fill between first floor joists with 150mm Celotex

XR4150 insulation on support clips.  Provide 1000 gauge polythene

DPM between top of floor joists and chipboard flooring.  Line underside

of floor joists within carport and garage and those exposed to the

outside air with 2 layers of 12.5mm thick Gyproc glasroc multi board

(min density 15 kg/m2)   joints staggered, all to achieve 1 hour fire

resistance, ready to receive decoration as specified elsewhere. All to

achieve a U-value of 0.17 W/MsqK. Where pipes pass through

compartment floor provide Quelfire QWR fire stop seals to prevent

spread of flame.

Insert lead cloak fxed to internal studwork and through to external wall

with weepholes at 450mm centres.

Walls dry-lined internally with 12.5mm plasterboard (min density 8KG/Msq. on plaster

dabs 150x15mm 'V' grooved MDF skirting 8mm cement/ sand scratch coat render typical mix 1:1:6 to 1:
1_2:4

Beam & Block floor formed by removing top soil and sub-soil with an approved weed killer

or/ sub floor base to be covered with 500 gauge black polythene with upstands at

perimeters and weighted with 50mm sand and treated with environmentally friendly weed

killer. Floors to be Bourncrete or similar pre-cast concrete block and beam suspended

floor system, by specialist, consisting of 150mm deep prestressed concrete beams

supporting 440 x 215 x 100mm thick approved concrete blocks (3.5 N/mm minimum)

upon prepared level bearings.  Minimum end bearing of beams 100mm incorporating

DPC's above and below floor beam bearings. (Where blocks are built into walling, the

blocks are to maintain the minimum crushing strength of the walling over).  Thoroughly

grout between beams and blocks with 1: 3 cement/sand mortar.  Min 225mm clear

ventilated sub floor void with 215x65mm plastic air bricks at max. 1.8m, on opposing

external walls with telescopic vents. Incorporate cavity trays, over all vents, with a

minimum projection of 25mm each side. All work to be carried out in accordance with the

manufacturer's layout drawings, details and instructions.  Direction of floor beams shown

on ground floor plan and sections.

Blind beam & block floor with maximum 13mm thick sand blinding, to take up camber of

beam and block floor, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main

DPC. Lay 150mm thickness of Celotex FR5000 insulation (calculate thickness using

Perimeter/Area ratio and Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.12 W/msqK), with

20mm thick Celotex TB4000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external wall

from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 65mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

Precast Beams to be doubled up below block walls where indicated to account for

imposed line loads (refer to specialist manufacturers details). Service ducts to be

provided to required locations beneath floor slab and to depths required by Local

Statutory Authorities.

300mm min Cavity wall formed in two 100mm

blockwork leaves, 100mm nominal cavity with

'Tie type A' wall ties as Approved Document

E. infilled with 100mm Isowool party wall

insulation

Half Round Ridge Tile

Cement: sand mortar
continuous edge
bedding

For a distance of 900mm from face of all rigid
masonry supports: - 38 x 25mm S.W. ridge batten
fixed with S/S ridge batten fixing strap to each
rafter with S/S ring shank nail through strap into
rafter.  Lay continuous 500mm wide strip of underlay
over ridge batten and straps. Fix ridge tiles with S/S
clamping plate and S/S 100mm wood screw with
neoprene washer and foam grommet

Underlay lapped by min. of

150mm

Cement: sand mortar butt

joint bedding supported

and thinned using tile

slipsRoof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in 100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as

specified by structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on sections topped with clay

tiles (to match existing) on 38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles, over 'Tyvec'

vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msq.

Eaves tile. to be mechanically fixed
Propriatory PVC apron on 'Tyvec' felt
Propriatory UPVC facia grill nailed to facia board
Propriatory eaves ventilator tray skirt dressed into

gutter

Roof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in

125x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on

sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on

38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles,

over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a

50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msq.

300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling

of 102.5mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in

stretcher bond to outer leaf, 125mm nominal air

cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR

rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plasterboard on 10mm plaster dabs. float &

set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/sqmK

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' 0r

similar UPVC/ s'wd to match existing, on 150x 50mm

treated s'wd backing with matching 75mm downpipes

Facia & barge board to match ext.

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Rafters/trusses by
truss roof specialist

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling

of 102.5mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in

stretcher bond to outer leaf, 125mm nominal air

cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR

rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plasterboard on 10mm plaster dabs. float &

set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/sqmK

20mm thick UPVC / s'wd Fasica Undercloak Mortar bed Gable ladder

Roof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in

100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on

sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on

38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles,

over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a

50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 270mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msq.

Flat Roof Joists
Size of JoistMaximum span (measured between supports)

C16 or SC3 Grade   At 400mm ct's   At 600mm ct's

125x50mm              2.53M        2.37M

150x50mm              3.19M        2.97M

175x50mm              3.18M        3.47M

200x50mm              4.49M        3.97M

225x50mm              5.09M        4.47M

Facia to be 25mm primed & painted s'wd fixed to joist

ends and closed with s'wd battens to give shadow

gap to wall
112mm deepflow Upvc gutter to 68mm dia.

Upvc downpipes
Remove a course of bricks, three or four at a time, to

insert a cavity tray (as manufacturers instructions),

weep holes to be left in mortar joints at regular

intervals. Form lead flashing dressed over tile and up

face of wall let into brick face min 75mm higher than

tile and cloak over in code 4 lead set under cavity tray

Rawlbolt 150x50mm s'wd treated wallplate

to existing wall (as SE design) and hang

new rafters on joist hangers as

manufacturers details

Eaves tile. to be mechanically fixed
Propriatory PVC apron on 'Tyvec' felt
Propriatory UPVC facia grill nailed to facia board
Propriatory eaves ventilator tray skirt dressed into

gutter

Roof structure to be formed with trusses/rafters in

125x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on

sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on

38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles,

over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a

50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void

with min 300mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.17 W/msq.

300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate

External walls above dpc to be 325mm cavity walling

of 102.5mm facing brickwork (as schedule) in

stretcher bond to outer leaf, 125mm nominal air

cavity, 75mm Celotex CG5000 or similar PUR/PIR

rigid foam insulation, 100mm Thermalite Turbo

blockwork inner (Lambda 0.11) leaf (as Structural

Engineers specification), finished internally with

12.5mm plasterboard on 10mm plaster dabs. float &

set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.18 W/sqmK

Gutters to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' 0r

similar UPVC/ s'wd to match existing, on 150x 50mm

treated s'wd backing with matching 75mm downpipes

Facia & barge board to match ext.

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: -

Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure plate

to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel

straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters

to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to

which straps are fitted. The noggin being 50mm wide

and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps

to pass over not less than 3 members.

Form new ashlar wall in 100x50mm swd studs at

400mm ct's off of 100x50mm sole plate on noggins

between joists foxed to sides of rafters. Insulate

between studs with 75mm Celotex GA4000

insulation and face internally with 60mm Celotex

GA4000 insulatin with sealed joints and edges, face

with 12,5mm plasterbord float and set smmoth for

decoraction.

Line between rafters with 80mm Celotex

GA4000 insulation, maintaining air gap

over and face internally with 60mm

Celotex GA4000 insulatin with sealed

joints and edges, face with 12,5mm

plasterbord float and set smmoth for

decoraction.

General Notes:
Handrail to be 900mm above the pitch line
Staircase guarding to be 900mm above ffl.
Balusters to be at centres so as not to allow a 100mm ball to pass through

Treads and risers to be housed, wedged, blocked, glued and screwed, to be

supported from adjacent structure
All works to be in accordance with part 'K' of the Building Regulations

Fully protect all soffits with plasterboard
All surfaces to achive a class O surface spread of flame classification

Refer to engineers layouts for joist and trimmer locations and setting out.

Manufactures to check all setting out details before constructing staircase.

any discrepancies to be reported to Project Architect immeadiatly.

Constructional Notes:
Contractor to check FFL. To FFL. on site prior to constructing staircase. Any

discrepancies to be reported to the Project Architect
Staircase to be manufactured to comply with BS 585 part 1 1989

General Construction:
Strings   - 32mm Parana Pine
String Cap   - 65 x 32mm Parana Pine
Treads   - 25mm nosed Parana Pine
Landing Nosing - 32mm Parana Pine
Risers   - 12mm plywood
Apron Lining  - 25mm moulded Parana Pine
Floor Rail  - 65x32mm Parana Pine
Balusters  - 32x32mm Georgian
Handrail  - 75x55mm Oak wall rail
Newels   - 90x90mm Hemlock with ball cap

Generally
Form opening in existing joists to accept new bespoke s'wh staircase. Double up

joists & trimmers around opening  Estimated floor to floor of 2700 giving 13

equal risers of 208mm and equal going of 249mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch.

Width 850mm strin to string. 12.5mm platerboard fixed to stair soffit. Headroom

minimum 1800-2000mm depending on position to conform to Approved

document K. Handrail set at 900mm min. above pitch line, No part of balustrade

or staircase to allow passage of a 100mm sphere, to conform with Approved

document K

Provide ridge ventilation equal

to a continuous 25mm airgap Existing tiling on battens
over breather paper

15mm moisture resistant plasterboard

to soffits 150x50mm s'wd SC3 roof joists

@ max 450mm ct's Min 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid

to fall min 1:80 203x133UB30 ridge steel
built into party walls on
300x100x150mm dp
padstones

or (2/50x150 C16 s'wd joist by SE)

12mm mineral chippings bedded in bitumen on 3no. layers of polyester base

roofing felt (BS747) hot bedded and laid to BS8217. Base layer to be single ply

G3 felt with 25mm dia holes equally spaced and partially bonded to Celotex

TD4000 126mm warm deck insulation boards bedded on mastic beads at joints

according manufacturers guidance to achieve vapour check. U-value 0.18

w/msqK. Roof deck to be 18mm exterior plywood on tapered firings to achieve

1:40 fall on 50 x 150mm flat roof joists (C16) at 400mm ct's. Flat roof joists to be

fixed into roof beam webbing. Roof joints at dormer face to be fixed with

holding-down straps to window header (2no. 50x170mm). Ceiling to be finished

with 12.5mm plasterboard and skim coat plaster.

Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between

and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation air-gap above

insulation, using 80mm Celotex GA4000 between the rafters. Fix

battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail exposed) to inside of rafter to

support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit

insulation board. Secure second layer to the underside of rafters

internally as a counter layer of the same 50mm PL4000 insulation

secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)

in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the

insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under 15mm

duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

ASHLAR TIMBER PARTITIONS - 100x50mm softwood studding (C16 tanalised
and include grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'.) at 400mm centres with 100 x 50mm

head, sole plates and noggings.  Fill voids between studs with 60 mm Celotex

GA4060, flush with the back of the studs leaving a 45mm cavity. Then fix 50MM

Celotex PL4000 over the inside face of the studs. The joints to the insulation to

be taped using Celotex insulation tape and perimeter seal with mastic to provide

a VCL.  Finish with 12.5mm taper edged plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2)

fixed through to the studs.  All to achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

Infill viods over ceiling with 2 layers of mineral wool insulation

to a depth of 300mm to achive a U-value of 0.16 w/msq
Existing roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve

equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm (eaves).

Tile or ridge vents to give equivalent of 5mm continuous

ventilation (ridge). Provide insect mesh to all vents

100x75mm sole plate
Existing 100x50mm ceiling joists
New 175x50mm s'wd floor joists

SC3 grade at max 450 ct's to be

set off of existing wall plates
adjacent to existing joists 100mm Rockwool flexi insulation

between new joists and supported

by galvanised wire mesh to provide

1 hour fire protection

LOAD BEARING STUD WALL (50x100@400c/c)

built off sole plate

112mm deepflow Upvc gutter to

68mm dia. Upvc downpipes

Sw'd noggins between joists to

support new wall plate

Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation

air-gap above insulation, using 80mm Celotex GA4000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of

nail exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board.

Secure second layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 50mm PL4000 insulation

secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over

fixed down through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under 15mm duplex plasterboard face

(min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

Fix new 50x200mm strength class C16 structural floor joists at 400mm ct's. Joist ends to be fixed between existing joists

skew nailed to existing wall plates. Solid strutting to be provided between joists spanning in excess of 2500mm. Joists to

be 40mm clear of chimney breasts or 200mm clear of Flues.

Double joists to be provided, under non load bearing partitions. Multiple timbers bolted at 600mm ct's with M12 grade

4.8 bolts, washers and toothed plate connectors.
Existing ceiling joists to be strapped to new floor joists with 20x1mm galvanised steel bands.

100mm mineral wool between existing ceiling joists supported on chicken wire (Where existing ceiling is 12.5mm

plasterboard, chicken wire omitted), where existing ceiling is lath and plaster or 9.5mm plasterboard. Mineral wool to be

run up to but not into eaves.
Lay 22mm T&G flooring grade chipboard throughout, including eaves storage space over existing ceiling joists. Floor to

bathroom to be laid with moisture resistant chipboard as specified in BS 7331:1990 part 5:1977 to conform with

approved document C (2004).

Min 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid

to fall min 1:80 150x50mm s'wd SC3 roof joists

@ max 450mm ct's 15mm moisture resistant plasterboard

to soffits

Form head beam with 2No. 100x50mm sw'd timbers bolted together with

M12 bolts @ 600mm ct's

12mm mineral chippings bedded in bitumen on 3no. layers of polyester base

roofing felt (BS747) hot bedded and laid to BS8217. Base layer to be single ply

G3 felt with 25mm dia holes equally spaced and partially bonded to Celotex

TD4000 126MM depth, warm deck insulation boards bedded on mastic beads at

joints according manufacturers guidance to achieve vapour check. U-value 0.18

w/msqK. Roof deck to be 18mm exterior plywood on tapered firings to achieve

1:40 fall on 50 x 150mm flat roof joists (C16) at 400mm ct's. Flat roof joists to be

fixed into roof beam webbing. Roof joints at dormer face to be fixed with

holding-down straps to window header (2no. 50x170mm). Ceiling to be finished

with 12.5mm plasterboard and skim coat plaster.

Constructed off double rafters, form dormer cheeks consisting of 100 x 50mm

studwork with 100 x 50mm head and sloping sole plate and timber lintel to

window.  Provide 70mm thick Celotex GA4070 insulation between studs leaving

a 40mm air-gap to internal face.  Line studs externally with 12mm external quality

timber sheeting and breather membrane.  Finish studs room side with 60mm

Celotex PL4000 insulation under, taped joints with mastic seal to perimeter to

provide a VCL. 12.5mm Gyproc Duplex board and finish with 5mm skim coat of

gypsum board plaster.  Finish frame externally with code 5 lead over building

paper / 38x25mm treated s'wd tiling battens min length 1200mm to be fixed

through membrane and OSB to studwork at 114mm gauge (max) with plain tile

hanging (265x165). Fix soakers and flashings as required to all roof and widow

junctions in code 4 lead sheet.  Provide code 4 lead flashings and soakers at

junction of cheeks and main roof slope. Where external stud wall has an area

greater than 1 Msq. and is within 1000mm of a relevant boundary, fix  9mm

Promat Supalux boarding between sheathing material and underlay/tile battens

to the outside and finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard with 3mm gypsum

plaster finish All to provide a U value of max 0.18 W/sqmK

Min 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid
to fall min 1:80 Fix softwood/PVC-U
soffit & facia boards with 112mm
gutter set to 1:350 fall to 68mm
downpipe discharging to existing
rainwater system.

Existing head plate to remain

Existing wall plate to remain condition to be determined on site
New 100x50mm plate to pick up reinstated rafters site Propriatory over facia ( or retro-fit soffit) ventilator, equivalent to 25mm min airgap
Air Gap to vertical tiling
Code 4 lead flashing over tiles & dressed under vertical tiling New 100x50mm s'wd SC3 grade rafters @ 600mm max ct's to replace existing

removed for dormer construction

Sloping dotted lines indicate 2 No.

bolted together with M12 bolts @

600mm ct's spanning from new ridge

flitch beam down to existing wall

plate to pick up dormer cheek

Constructed off double rafters, form dormer cheeks consisting of 100 x 50mm

studwork with 100 x 50mm head and sloping sole plate and timber lintel to

window.  Provide 60mm thick Celotex GA4060 insulation between studs leaving

a 40mm air-gap to internal face.  Line studs externally with 12mm external quality

timber sheeting and breather membrane.  Finish studs room side with 60mm

Celotex PL4000 insulation under, taped joints with mastic seal to perimeter to

provide a VCL. 12.5mm Gyproc Duplex board and finish with 5mm skim coat of

gypsum board plaster.  Finish frame externally with code 5 lead over building

paper / 38x25mm treated s'wd tiling battens min length 1200mm to be fixed

through membrane and OSB to studwork at 114mm gauge (max) with plain tile

hanging (265x165). Fix soakers and flashings as required to all roof and widow

junctions in code 4 lead sheet.  Provide code 4 lead flashings and soakers at

junction of cheeks and main roof slope. Where external stud wall has an area

greater than 1 Msq. and is within 1000mm of a relevant boundary, fix  9mm

Promat Supalux boarding between sheathing material and underlay/tile battens

to the outside and finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard with 3mm gypsum

plaster finish All to provide a U value of max 0.18 W/sqmK

Fix new 50x200mm strength class C16 structural floor joists at

400mm ct's. Joist ends to be fixed between existing joists skew

nailed to existing wall plates. Solid strutting to be provided

between joists spanning in excess of 2500mm. Joists to be

40mm clear of chimney breasts or 200mm clear of Flues.

Double joists to be provided, under non load bearing partitions.

Multiple timbers bolted at 600mm ct's with M12 grade 4.8 bolts,

washers and toothed plate connectors.

Existing ceiling joists to be strapped to new floor joists with

20x1mm galvanised steel bands. 100mm mineral wool

between existing ceiling joists supported on chicken wire

(Where existing ceiling is 12.5mm plasterboard, chicken wire

omitted), where existing ceiling is lath and plaster or 9.5mm

plasterboard. Mineral wool to be run up to but not into eaves.

Lay 22mm T&G flooring grade chipboard throughout, including

eaves storage space over existing ceiling joists. Floor to

bathroom to be laid with moisture resistant chipboard as

specified in BS 7331:1990 part 5:1977 to conform with

approved document C (2004).

Existing ceiling joists

Existing external wall

ASHLAR TIMBER PARTITIONS - 100x50mm softwood studding (C16 tanalised and include
grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'.) at 400mm centres with 100 x 50mm head, sole plates and noggings.

Fill voids between studs with 60 mm Celotex GA4060, flush with the back of the studs leaving a

45mm cavity. Then fix 50MM Celotex PL4000 over the inside face of the studs. The joints to the

insulation to be taped using Celotex insulation tape and perimeter seal with mastic to provide a

VCL.  Finish with 12.5mm taper edged plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) fixed through to the

studs.  All to achieve a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

INSULATION TO ROOF SLOPE - Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 80mm Celotex GA4000 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of

nail exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second

layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of 50mm PL4000 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal

perimeters to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour

control layer under 15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18

W/msqK.

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: - Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure

plate to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling

ties & rafters to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to which straps are fitted. The

noggin being 50mm wide and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps to pass over not

less than 3 members.

Roof to be formed with 100x50 s'wd rafters at 400mm ct's (as specified by structural

engineer) laid to a fall of 35 deg topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on 38x25 s'wd

battens at suitable ct's over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a 50mm airgap

over barrier board at eves. Infill open voids with min 270mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msq.
100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate Gutters, facia & soffit to match existing

Double noggin below
ashlar between joists

300mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool'

sound deadening quilt between joists

2 No. 150x75mm s'wd wall plate bolted together at 600mm ct's with M12 bolts

ans resin anchred to party wall 70mm Gyproc Thermal board super to party wall.

Existing party wall.

Existing roof Code 4 lead flashing

Party wall line of junction.
27mm from edge of tiles to
Party wall line.

100mm Rockwool flexi insulation between new joists and supported by

galvanised wire mesh to provide 1 hour fire protection
Existing 100x50mm ceiling joists positioned between existing head & sole plates

New 200x50mm s'wd floor joists SC3 grade at max 400 ct's to be notched

between existing head & sole plates to both front & rear elevations

Constructed off double rafters, form dormer cheeks consisting of 100 x 50mm

studwork with 100 x 50mm head and sloping sole plate and timber lintel to

window.  Provide 60mm thick Celotex GA4060 insulation between studs leaving

a 40mm air-gap to internal face.  Line studs externally with 12mm external quality

timber sheeting and breather membrane.  Finish studs room side with 60mm

Celotex PL4000 insulation under, taped joints with mastic seal to perimeter to

provide a VCL. 12.5mm Gyproc Duplex board and finish with 5mm skim coat of

gypsum board plaster.  Finish frame externally with code 5 lead over building

paper / 38x25mm treated s'wd tiling battens min length 1200mm to be fixed

through membrane and OSB to studwork at 114mm gauge (max) with plain tile

hanging (265x165). Fix soakers and flashings as required to all roof and widow

junctions in code 4 lead sheet.  Provide code 4 lead flashings and soakers at

junction of cheeks and main roof slope. Where external stud wall has an area

greater than 1 Msq. and is within 1000mm of a relevant boundary, fix  9mm

Promat Supalux boarding between sheathing material and underlay/tile battens

to the outside and finish internally with 12.5mm plasterboard with 3mm gypsum

plaster finish All to provide a U value of max 0.18 W/sqmK

12mm mineral chippings bedded in bitumen on 3no. layers of

polyester base roofing felt (BS747) hot bedded and laid to

BS8217. Base layer to be single ply G3 felt with 25mm dia

holes equally spaced and partially bonded to Celotex TD4000

126mm warm deck insulation boards bedded on mastic

beads at joints according manufacturers guidance to achieve

vapour check. U-value 0.18 w/msqK. Roof deck to be 18mm

exterior plywood on tapered firings to achieve 1:40 fall on 50

x 150mm flat roof joists (C16) at 400mm ct's. Flat roof joists

to be fixed into roof beam webbing. Roof joints at dormer face

to be fixed with holding-down straps to window header (2no.

50x170mm). Ceiling to be finished with 12.5mm plasterboard

and skim coat plaster.
Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate

between and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation

air-gap above insulation, using 80mm Celotex GA4000

between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail

exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain

50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second

layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer

of the same 50mm PL4000 insulation secure boards (tape

joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)  in place using

25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the insulation

to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under 15mm duplex

plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

Constructed off double rafters, form dormer cheeks

consisting of 100 x 50mm studwork with 100 x 50mm head

and sloping sole plate and timber lintel to window.  Provide

70mm thick Celotex GA4070 insulation between studs

leaving a 40mm air-gap to internal face.  Line studs externally

with 12mm external quality timber sheeting and breather

membrane.  Finish studs room side with 60mm Celotex

PL4000 insulation under, taped joints with mastic seal to

perimeter to provide a VCL. 12.5mm Gyproc Duplex board

and finish with 5mm skim coat of gypsum board plaster.

Finish frame externally with code 5 lead over building paper /

38x25mm treated s'wd tiling battens min length 1200mm to

be fixed through membrane and OSB to studwork at 114mm

gauge (max) with plain tile hanging (265x165). Fix soakers

and flashings as required to all roof and widow junctions in

code 4 lead sheet.  Provide code 4 lead flashings and

soakers at junction of cheeks and main roof slope. Where

external stud wall has an area greater than 1 Msq. and is

within 1000mm of a relevant boundary, fix  9mm Promat

Supalux boarding between sheathing material and

underlay/tile battens to the outside and finish internally with

12.5mm plasterboard with 3mm gypsum plaster finish All to

provide a U value of max 0.18 W/sqmK

Fix new 50x200mm strength class C16 structural floor joists

at 400mm ct's. Joist ends to be fixed between existing joists

skew nailed to existing wall plates. Solid strutting to be

provided between joists spanning in excess of 2500mm.

Joists to be 40mm clear of chimney breasts or 200mm clear

of Flues. Double joists to be provided, under non load bearing

partitions. Multiple timbers bolted at 600mm ct's with M12

grade 4.8 bolts, washers and toothed plate connectors.

Existing ceiling joists to be strapped to new floor joists with

20x1mm galvanised steel bands. 100mm mineral wool

between existing ceiling joists supported on chicken wire

(Where existing ceiling is 12.5mm plasterboard, chicken wire

omitted), where existing ceiling is lath and plaster or 9.5mm

plasterboard. Mineral wool to be run up to but not into eaves.

Lay 22mm T&G flooring grade chipboard throughout,

including eaves storage space over existing ceiling joists.

Floor to bathroom to be laid with moisture resistant chipboard

as specified in BS 7331:1990 part 5:1977 to conform with

approved document C (2004).

ASHLAR TIMBER PARTITIONS - 100x50mm softwood studding (C16 tanalised and include

grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'.)  at 400mm centres with 100 x 50mm head, sole plates and noggings.

Fill voids between studs with 75 mm Celotex TB4075, flush with the back of the studs leaving a

35mm cavity. Then fix Celotex TB4012 over the inside face of the studs. The joints to the

insulation to be taped using Celotex insulation tape and perimeter seal with mastic to provide a

VCL.  Finish with 12.5mm taper edged plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) fixed through to the

studs.  All to achieve a 'U' value of 0.28 W/msqK.

INSULATION TO ROOF SLOPE - Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between and under rafters maintaining

a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using 50mm Celotex GA3050 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of

nail exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second

layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 60mm insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic

seal perimeters to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix

vapour control layer under 15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth. All to providing a 'U' value

of 0.20 W/msqK.

Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: - Bat galvanised steel wallplate straps to secure

plate to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel straps at 1.2m centres anchoring ceiling

ties & rafters to gable end walls. Fix noggings between timbers to which straps are fitted. The

noggin being 50mm wide and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps to pass over not

less than 3 members.

Roof to be formed with 100x50 s'wd rafters at 400mm ct's (as specified by structural

engineer) laid to a fall of 35 deg topped with clay tiles (to match existing) on 38x25 s'wd

battens at suitable ct's over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt. Maintain a 50mm airgap

over barrier board at eves. Infill open voids with min 270mm mineral wool insulation. Roof to

achieve a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msq.
100x50mm treated s'wd wallplate Gutters, facia & soffit to match existing

Double noggin below
ashlar between joists

270mm mineral wool insulation laid

over and between rafters in 2 layers Ceiling to be lined with 15mm
plasterboard (min density 10 kg/Msq.)

Lay 100mm thick 'Crown-Wool'

sound deadening quilt between joists

Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between and

under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation,

using 50mm Celotex GA4050 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails

(leaving 50% of nail exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and

maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board. Secure second

layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of 70mm

Celotex GA4070 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal

perimeters to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed

down through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under

15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msqK. (125 deep rafters use

75mm Celotex GA4075 between rafters and 50mm GA4050 over face as

above - (150 deep rafters use 100mm Celotex GA4100 between rafters

and 35mm TB4035 over face as above.  All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18

W/msqK)

50 x 100 C24 s'wd collars bolted to rafters with M12

bolts supported off of habgers fixed to s'wd blocking

fixed into web of 2 No. 150x90 PFC's with M18 bolts

at 600mm cys, infill between collars with 50x100mm

s'wd noggins, all as SE spec.

Existing tiling on battens
over breather paper

50mm continuous air gap Existing tiling on battens
over breather paper Existing rafter

50mm Celotex GA4050 rigid insulation

friction fitted between rafters 70mm Celotex GA4070 rigid insulation

counter laid to face of rafters 12.5 mm moisture resistant plasterboard 'U' value 0.18 w/sqMK

Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation

air-gap above insulation, using 50mm Celotex GA4050 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of

nail exposed) to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation board.

Secure second layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of the same 70mm GA4070 insulation

secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)  in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over

fixed down through the insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under 15mm duplex plasterboard face

(min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

Escape window to be  (V  (V elux lux GGLM06 or or
similar) similar)
 set 1700mm from eaves

max - Roof window openings to be fully trimmed with 2no. 50x100mm C16

rafters. Trimmers also provided above and below openings. All windows to be

double glazed with 4/16/4 low E glass and installed in accordance with
manufacturer's details.

Infill viods over ceiling with 2 layers of mineral wool insulation to a depth of 270mm to achive

a U-value of 0.16 w/msqLOAD BEARING STUD WALL (50x100@400c/c)

built off sole plate
Sw'd noggins between joists to

support new wall plate

Fix new 50x200mm strength class C16 structural floor joists at 400mm ct's. Joist ends to be fixed between existing joists

skew nailed to existing wall plates. Solid strutting to be provided between joists spanning in excess of 2500mm. Joists to

be 40mm clear of chimney breasts or 200mm clear of Flues.

Double joists to be provided, under non load bearing partitions. Multiple timbers bolted at 600mm ct's with M12 grade

4.8 bolts, washers and toothed plate connectors.
Existing ceiling joists to be strapped to new floor joists with 20x1mm galvanised steel bands.

100mm mineral wool between existing ceiling joists supported on chicken wire (Where existing ceiling is 12.5mm

plasterboard, chicken wire omitted), where existing ceiling is lath and plaster or 9.5mm plasterboard. Mineral wool to be

run up to but not into eaves.
Lay 22mm T&G flooring grade chipboard throughout, including eaves storage space over existing ceiling joists. Floor to

bathroom to be laid with moisture resistant chipboard as specified in BS 7331:1990 part 5:1977 to conform with

approved document C (2004).

2 N0. 225x75mm C24 grade
timbers with 200x12mm steel

plate set between. Provide M12

bolts at 600mm ct's as engineers

details

50mm continuous air gap

'U' value 0.18 w/sqMKMin 25x50mm s'wd firrings laid

to fall min 1:80 150x50mm s'wd SC3 roof joists

@ max 400mm ct's 15mm moisture resistant plasterboard

to soffits

Provide ridge ventilation equal

to a continuous 25mm airgap
Ridge flitch beam to be supported on

100x 100mm timber post transfering load

from ridge to double joists below

12mm mineral chippings bedded in bitumen on 3no. layers of polyester base

roofing felt (BS747) hot bedded and laid to BS8217. Base layer to be single ply

G3 felt with 25mm dia holes equally spaced and partially bonded to 126mm

Celotex TD4126 warm deck insulation boards bedded on mastic beads at joints

according manufacturers guidance to achieve vapour check. U-value 0.18

w/msqK. Roof deck to be 18mm exterior plywood on tapered firings to achieve

1:40 fall on 50 x 150mm flat roof joists (C16) at 400mm ct's. Flat roof joists to be

fixed into roof beam webbing. Roof joints at dormer face to be fixed with

holding-down straps to window header (2no. 50x170mm). Ceiling to be finished

with 12.5mm plasterboard and skim coat plaster.
Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate between

and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation air-gap above

insulation, using 50mm Celotex GA4050 between the rafters. Fix

battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail exposed) to inside of rafter to

support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit

insulation board. Secure second layer to the underside of rafters

internally as a counter layer of the same 70mm GA4070 insulation

secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)

in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the

insulation to the rafter line. Fix vapour control layer under 15mm

duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set

smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

Location Plan
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN
FOUNDATION PLAN

ROOF PLAN

TYPICAL TIMBER
FRAME DETAIL

SECTION 2-2

TYPICAL TIMBER EAVES DETAIL

SECTION 1-1

SECTION 2-2

FOUNDATION PLAN
GROUND FLOOR PLAN

ROOF PLAN

FRONT ELEVATION
FLANK ELEVATION

FLANK ELEVATION
REAR ELEVATION

SEE ENG LAYOUT FOR FOUNDATIONS

Storage

Dressing Rm.

Utility Room

Hobby Room/Library
Lobby

Games Room

Family Room
Hall

Lounge

Landing
Ensuite

Dressing Rm.Ensuite

Door 626

insertion point

Door 726

Door 826

Door 926

Door 1026

Door 610

insertion point

Door 686

Door 762

Door 914

Door 838
Height 1981

insertion point

Height 2040

insertion point

001
C - C

001

A - A

001
D - D

001
B - B

Fiesta

838

EXTERNAL WALL FINISHES

Walls to be finished externally with 2 coats of render

with water resistant agent to a total thickness of 20mm

above DPC.
Finish render above DPC and form bell mouth drip

with a stainless steel render stop.

Below DPC finish with external paint finish.

GD2

GW11

C5
C4

71.6sq.m/770sq.ft
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P.C.C. OVER

Refer to specialist supplier's
drawings fo r Kitchen layout.

Velux roof
window
1140x1178
SO6 with
flashing kit.

2100mm high line

1000mm high ashlar wall

Window with clear openable

area of 1.0m sq, fitted with

simple lever handles that can

be operated by the fire service.

Stair Details Ground to First
Floor to floor = 28 05mm
Rise 28 05/17 =165.00mm rise
Going = 2 50mm
Tread = 2 75mm
Pitch =33.42 deg
Width of overall string 1115mm

Semi-concealed gas meter box

for flats 1 & 3 in min

500x500mm excavation. Pipe

to enter wall through full

length sleeve sealed with

non-setting mastic compound.

Back fill to be well

consolidated.

cu

GROUND FLOOR PLAN

W
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BED
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Flat 1

EX.WESTERN

HEMLOCK

488x1350 630x1350
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MEGA
FLOW

gaselec

75mm dia
RWP

261517 16

18 19 20 21 25242322

27282930

30mm Sand Bed 200 x 100 x 60mm thick
concrete paving blocksFoundation and haunching

to engineers specification

Turfed areas 200 x 100 x 60mm concrete
paving block on-end egde

75mm thick type 1 sub-base well

consolidated on well compacted sub-base

30mm Sand Bed 200 x 100 x 60mm thick
concrete paving blocksFoundation and haunching

to engineers specification

Turfed areas 200 x 100 x 60mm concrete
paving block on-end egde

75mm thick type 1 sub-base well

consolidated on well compacted sub-base

100mm 5-20mm stone 50mm Sand Bedding 2-6mm clean stone 210 x 140 x 60mm thick concrete paving blocks
Foundation and haunching
to engineers specification

Turfed areas 50 x 150mm precast concrete edgings

to BS 7263 Type EBN 2 strecher courses
to edge

NOTE: Drives and Parking areas: 60mm Marshalls tegular blocks - Colour penant grey, size 160x160mm and 160x120mm gauge laid in herringbone bond 90

deg to kerb. Two strecher courses to be laid adjacent to edging to form channel blocks

NOTE: Footpaths: Brett Alpha blocks - Colour : light grey,,size 210x140mm and 140x140mm laid in random course laying pattern, laid perpendicular to kerb.

Back edge restrained by Brett's Rustic kerb 200x200x125mm
.

250mm 10-63mm stone
SC Intergrid Geotextile Membrane

50mm coarse aggregate
concrete mix to
be C20

100 x 100 mm Slotted,
Treated Timber post

2 No. 150 x 50mm Treated timber gravel

boards, fixed between slotted concrete

posts.

2 No. 150 x 50mm
concrete gravel boards

Close boarded fence panel
as drawing no. 1761_06_1026

Close boarded fence panel
as drawing no. 1761_06_1026
100 x 100 mm Slotted
Treated Timber post

100 x 100 x 2450mm softwood post

100 x 100 x 2450mm softwood post

softwood close boarding 90 x 14mm fixed with

50mm galvanised nails
75mm triangular arris softwood rail

shaped to fit mortises.

50mm coarse aggregate

100 x 100 x 2450mm
softwood post

concrete C20 mix

900 x 44 x 1750mm softwood framed ledged

& braced boarded garden gate, with 44 x 69mm

softwood frame bolted to fence posts.

ring handle gate latch
3 No. 280mm galvanised hinges

screwed to frame and door

shoot bolt

200 x 25mm concrete
gravel board

900 x 44 x 1750mm
softwood framed ledged
& braced boarded
garden gate, with 44 x
69mm
softwood frame bolted to
fence posts.

DBM Road Base & Sub-Base, to engineers specification 30mm Sand Bed refer to Engineers details 210 x 140 x 80/60mm thick concrete paving blocks

80mm on shared drives (Bretts Alpha Brindle), 60mm

on individual drives and parking spaces (Marshalls Tegular

- Penant Grey)

Foundation and haunching
to engineers specification

Turfed areas 50 x 150mm precast concrete edgings

to BS 7263 Type EBN 2 strecher courses
to edge

NOTE: Drives and Parking areas: 60mm Marshalls tegular blocks - Colour penant grey, size 160x160mm and 160x120mm gauge laid in herringbone bond 90

deg to kerb. Two strecher courses to be laid adjacent to edging to form channel blocks

NOTE: Typical Patio Detail
600 x 600mm slabs as schedule and indicated on individual plots

Finished level of patios to be as shown on drawings but min. 150mm below DPC and laid to fall away from building

NOTE: Footpaths: Brett Alpha blocks - Colour : light grey,,size 210x140mm and 140x140mm laid in random course laying pattern, laid perpendicular to kerb.

Back edge restrained by Brett's Rustic kerb 200x200x125mm
.

extending to abut tilting fillets.
is not laid under lead. 615  LEAD VALLEY on noggins are cut between and flush with top of rafters
Ensure that on each side of valley, 19mm valley boards

Cut underlay to rake to abut lead valley. Ensure that underlay
to provide full support for code 4 lead valley
Fix 4mm WBP plywood sheathing over valley boards   *
  *   *   *cement undercloak laid loose on each side of valley keeping tile
centred on valley. Bed in mortar as clause 290 on 6mm fibre
Cut tile-and-a-halves (6159) neatly to form a gap 125mm wide
headlaps free of water. Cut tilting fillets from 38 x 25mm battens and fix to valley
  *boards on each side of valley.

Welt in
lead
slip
plane
continuous valley length, onto

undercloak
Cement: sharp sand mortar (1:3) bedding

the
4mm ply sheathing between tilting

fillets
Min. 125mm width between vertical faces

of
valley.

19mm timber support board cut

between
trussed rafters and supported on 38 x

25mm
support board must be flush with top

of
Lead code 4 laid and dressed

in
battens nailed to rafters. Top surface

of
trussed
rafters
lengths not exceeding

1.5m
LEAD
VALLEY

38 x 25mm S.W. batten

supported

Timber tilting fillet max. 25mm

high

on valley support

board
Trussed
rafters
Underlay

Tile-and-a-halves (6159) cut

to
rake of
valley

Typical Plinth Foundation Detail 1
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Plinth Threshold Detail 2
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Plinth Level Access Threshold Detail
3
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Foundation Detail 1
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Threshold Detail 2
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Level Access Threshold Detail
3
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Brick Faced Wall Head / Cill Detail
1
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Render Faced Wall Head / Cill Detail
2
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Tile Faced Wall Head / Cill Detail
3
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Board Faced Wall Head / Cill Detail
3
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Upper Floor Brick Wall Detail
1
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Upper Floor Tile Faced Wall Detail
2
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Upper Floor Tile Faced Wall Detail
3
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Upper Floor Board Faced Wall Detail
4
Scale 1 : 10

Typical Upper Floor Extension Brick Wall Detail
1
Scale 1 : 10

REFER TO ROBUST STANDARD
DETAILS E-WM-4

GROUND LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL
GROUND LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL

Approx. GROUND LEVEL 1
GROUND LEVEL

GROUND LEVEL

Finished floor level varies
Ground level

Finished floor level varies
Ground level

ACCESS ROAD/ DRIVEFINISHED FLOOR LEVEL VARIES

1
Ground Floor Plan
Scale 1/50

1
Front Elevation
Scale 1/100

1
FRONT ELEVATION
Scale 1/100

1
GROUND FLOOR PLAN
Scale 1/50

TYPICAL PERMEABLE CONCRETE BLOCK PAVED PARKING AREA

SCALE 1:10

TYPICAL BLOCK PAVED PATH
SCALE 1:10

1
ELEVATION
SCALE 1:20

2
SECTION THROUGH FENCE
SCALE 1:20

1
ELEVATION ON GATE
SCALE 1:20

3
PLAN ON GATE
SCALE 1:20

2
SECTION THROUGH GATE
SCALE 1:20

TYPICAL BLOCK PAVED DRIVEWAY
SCALE 1:10

TYPICAL BLOCK PAVED PATH
SCALE 1:10
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TEMPLATES - Copy

do not move

Scale 1/50

Scale 1/50

Scale 1/100

Note: new finished floor level to be as

main building

Expose & grub up existing foul drainage

inc. soil pipe, backfill & make good.

014/000-100

Dashed line denotes foundaion edge.

New cavity wall to
be keyed into existing

Carefully take down existing garage grub

up solid floor and all foundations, prepare

for new foundations & slab

DRAWING NOTES - SCALE 1/50

GROUND FLOOR NOTES - SCALE 1/50

NOTES - SCALE 1/50

LOFT
CONVERSIONS

ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING - Provide one fixed energy-efficient light fitting to achieve a luminous

efficiency greater than 40 lumens per circuit watt in accordance with GIL 20 to one in every four

light fittings within the property.

SMOKE DETECTORS - An interconnected smoke detector to be installed on the ground + first floor.

Wiring to detectors to be separately fused at distribution board in accordance with IEE wiring

regulations.

Mechanical Ventilation - Rapid and background ventilation requirements shall be achieved by:-

Kitchen - opening window with adjustable vent (min. 4000mm²) and Cooker hood extract - 30 litres

per second ducted to external air.

Utility room - opening window with adjustable vent (min 4000mm²) and Mechanical vent - 30 litres

per second ducted to external air

Bathroom & En-suite - opening window with adjustable vent (min 4000mm²) and Mechanical vent -

15 litres per second ducted to external air

Habitable rooms - opening window (1/20th of room floor area) with adjustable vent (min 8000mm²)

Extract fan to be 'Airflow' 100mm Model B1 or BLFT fan to suit location and discharge point,

recessed into ceiling or wall mounted, complete with white bezel. Duct discharge to the outside air

via plastic air-brick in external wall, soffit vent or roof tile vent  Mechanical extracts to be

operated by own switch not pull-cord.  Bathrooms and Cloaks etc that do not have a window are

to have mechanical extracts operated by the room light switch with a 15 minute overrun after the

light has been extinguished.  Rooms without windows with mechanical vents to have a 10mm clear

air gap under the room entrance door.

Scale 1/50

Scale 1/50

Scale 1/100

NOTES - SCALE 1/50

ELEVATIONS

Upper floors to be formed in 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant chipboard type C4 to BS: 5669

with screw and glue fixings at board perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce movement. (A

10mm expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with support noggins as

necessary), on 225mm deep  joists at 400mm ct's with strutting as required. Fit noggings between

joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling below.  Trimmer and trimmings to

staircase and chimney, see specialist's layouts.  All timbers to be a minimum 40mm from the

outside of chimney flue.  Direction of floor joists shown on first floor plan.  All structural softwood

to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'. Where external walls run parallel with

joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to be provided at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at

least 3 No. joists and turned down into cavity with secure fixings to block face. Fix solid timber

blocking below straps to pack between wall and joists, allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space

between joist and parallel wall. Provide 100mm crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10

kg/m3) between joists.

External walls above dpc to be 275/300mm cavity walling of 100mm facing brickwork (as schedule)

in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 75/100mm nominal air cavity, 40mm Celotex CG4040 or similar

PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm sq. compressive

strength (as Structural Engineers specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plaster float & set

smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.28 W/sqmK

Roof structure to be formed with rafters in 100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing)

on 38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles, over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt.

Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void with min 270mm mineral wool

insulation. Roof to achieve a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msq. Existing eaves jack rafter detail to be copied

to maintain continuity.

Provide steel beams as shown on  drawings and detailed on Engineers calculations, including

padstones under beams as indicated.  All steel beams to be coated with 'Nullifire paint system S' to

achieve half hour fire resistance.

Solid internal partitions to be formed in 100mm blockwork of 4 N/mm sq. compressive strength, (as

Structural Engineers specification), Mortar to be 1: 1: 6 mix cement/lime/sand, with 12.5mm

plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) dry lining to both sides. Masonry walls to be taken into floor

voids over to gain restraint from joists, (masonry to be kept clear of floor finish) Provide lintels to

all openings. Upper floor partitions to be formed in 100x50mm studwork faced both sides with

12.5mm plasterboard, plaster finsh to match adjacent

Galvanised steel or prestressed concrete lintels as indicated upon drawings.  Lintels to have minimum

150mm end bearings.  Fit Timloc or similar cavity tray with stop ends over lintels in cavity walls,

with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min 2 per opening) .

SEPARATING FLOOR BETWEEN INTERENAL GARAGE AND DWELLING - Full fill between first floor joists

crown wool insulation supported on Netlon mesh.  Provide 1000 gauge polythene DPM between top

of floor joists and chipboard flooring.  Line underside of floor joists within carport and garage and

those exposed to the outside air with 2 layers of 12.5mm thick Gyproc glasroc multi board (min

density 15 kg/m2) joints staggered, all to achieve 1 hour fire resistance, ready to receive

decoration as specified elsewhere. Infill void with 80mm Celotex TB3080 insulation, whole to achieve

a U-value of 0.25 W/MsqK

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2700 gives 13 equal risers of 208mm and equal going of

248mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch. Width 750mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom minimum

1800-2000mm depending on position to conform to Approved document K. Handrail set at 900mm

min. above pitch line, No part of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of a 100mm sphere, to

conform with Approved document K
Form Garage floor by removing top soil and sub-soil to required level, backfill with selected

hardcore to a depth of 150mm. Lay concrete slab, as SE spec, to a depth of 100mm. Slab to be

finished with 1:3 cement/sand screed (unless specified otherwise by engineer) 75mm thick with one

layer of A142 mesh reinforcement with minimum 25mm cover.  Slab to fall back to front minimum

25mm.  Provide 50mm square steel angle, coated with 2 coats of liqua-pruf rubber / bitumen

emulsion to support front edge of screed along door opening.

FOUNDATION NOTES - SCALE 1/50

TYPICAL DRAWING NOTES - Copy do not

move PLANS

Provide new 110mm dia Upvc soil & vent pipe in position as shown with long radius bend at base and

connected to manhole as indicated.

Contractor shall be responsible for checking the levels of the site and the sewers against those

shown on drawings.  The installation of new drains and protection of existing drains shall be in

accordance with the current manufacturer's Site Instructions.  All open ends of pipes shall be sealed

during construction to prevent ingress of debris.  The minimum width of trench shall be 300mm

greater than the external diameter of the pipe.

BRICK / BLOCK CAVITY WALL to dpc. - 275/300mm cavity walling using two leaves of class FL

brick to BS3921 with a min 20.5N/mm sq. compressive strength, (normally 7% water absorption)

with a 75/100mm clear cavity width laid in 1:4 sand/cement mortar. 'Hyload', or similar, DPC to

be a min 150mm above the level of adjoining ground. Cavity to be filled to within 225mm of lowest

DPC with GEN3 or ST2 mix concrete and weather struck. Galvanised steel fishtail wall ties to be

used. External leaf of facing brickwork to commence two courses below finished external ground

level. Cavity to be closed, at door thresholds, with slate closers

Locate & expose existing drain run to sewer. Adapt/ form new HM over to accept new foul drain layout

FLOATING FLOOR- Remove top soil and sub-soil to required level, backfill with selected hardcore to

a depth of 150mm. Lay concrete slab, as SE spec, to a depth of 100mm. Blind slab with maximum

13mm thick sand blinding, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main DPC. Lay

75mm thickness of Celotex FF4000 insulation (calculate thickness using Perimeter/Area ratio and

Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.28 W/msqK works to existing buildings - 0.2W/msqK new

build), with 30mm thick Celotex T-Break TB3000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of

external wall from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 75mm sand/cement screed

(1:3) reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

EXCAVATIONS - Strip off all vegetation, soil, etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare

formation levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc. to the dimensions

shown on Structural Engineers drawings / details to the satisfaction of the Local Authority / NHBC

FOUNDATIONS - Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance with Engineers

drawings and details. Outline of foundations only shown upon Architects drawings. All to the general

satisfaction of Building Control Inspectorate. Mix to be 1:3:6 with 50mm slump.  Foundation

brickwork to be SP4 quality

All drains to be 100mm dia UPVC from known manufacturer, laid to falls and bedded and

surrounded in pea shingle (with 150mm concrete where under building).  Flexibility of pipework to

maintained where encased in concrete.  Drains to be protected by concrete lintels where passing

through walls.

Construct new manholes, to the minimum sizes shown on the drawings in 215mm thickness

brickwork to be water-tight and care shall be taken to ensure that mortar joints are adequately

filled.  The cement mortar shall be 1:3 using sulphate resisting Portland cement. The base slab shall

be constructed of concrete mix 150mm thick., onto new 100 or 150mm diameter drain runs and

connect new runs as shown or implied on drawings, with cast iron cover and frame.

RWP's to be connected to existing surface water drain runs to existing soakaways. RWPs to

discharge into a gulley below the level of the grating and above level of water in trap.

External walls above dpc to be 275/300mm cavity walling of 100mm facing brickwork (to match

existing) in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 75/100mm nominal air cavity, 40mm Celotex CG4040 or

similar PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm sq.

compressive strength (as Structural Engineers specification), finished internally with 12.5mm plaster

float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.28 W/sqmK

Provide steel beams as shown on  drawings and detailed on Engineers calculations, including

padstones under beams as indicated.  All steel beams to be coated with 'Nullifire paint system S' to

achieve half hour fire resistance.

Cavity closers at door and window cills and reveals to be proprietary type with a min. thermal

resistance path of 0.45m sqK. (ensure frames overlap closer by min. 30mm). Cavity closers at

eaves level to be proprietary polythene wrapped fibreglass to cover full cavity width. Incorporate

horizontal and vertical DPC's at all cavity closers. Stepped cavity trays to be pre-formed proprietary

plastic with stop ends and weep holes. Where a roof abuts walling a stepped/ level cavity tray with

lead cover flashings and/or soakers must be incorporated as necessary. Form small weepholes in

external vertical brick joints sloping down towards the external face at 450mm centres over window

and door openings in cavity walls, and in situations where the cavity is closed.

SEPARATING FLOOR BETWEEN INTERENAL GARAGE AND DWELLING - Full fill between first floor

joists crown wool insulation supported on Netlon mesh.  Provide 1000 gauge polythene DPM

between top of floor joists and chipboard flooring.  Line underside of floor joists within carport

and garage and those exposed to the outside air with 2 layers of 12.5mm thick Gyproc glasroc

multi board (min density 15 kg/m2)   joints staggered, all to achieve 1 hour fire resistance,

ready to receive decoration as specified elsewhere. Infill void with 80mm Celotex TB3080

insulation, whole to achieve a U-value of 0.25 W/MsqK. Where pipes pass through compartment

floor provide Quelfire QWR fire stop seals to prevent spread of flame.

Galvanised steel or prestressed concrete lintels as indicated upon drawings.  Lintels to have minimum

150mm end bearings.  Fit Timloc or similar cavity tray with stop ends over lintels in cavity walls,

with weepholes over at max 450mm ct's (min 2 per opening) .

Solid internal partitions formed in 100mm blockwork of 4 N/mm sq. compressive strength, (as

Structural Engineers specification), Mortar to be 1: 1: 6 mix cement/lime/sand, with 12.5mm

plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) dry lining to both sides. Masonry walls to be taken into floor

voids over to gain restraint from joists, (masonry to be kept clear of floor finish) Provide lintels to

all openings.

DRAWING NOTES - SCALE 1/50

Build up new cavity wall as spec. tooth &

bond into existing finish to match existing

FD30 fire door to garage with step down (min 100mm)

Steel beams over as SE details on

padstones etc.

New Up & over garage doorset to Client

choice

New floor (level with adjacent existing) as

detailed elsewhere

Carefully take down, providing support as

neccessary, existing wall & window, install

new beam as SE details on padstones etc,

make good all finishes

Lintols over as SE schedule, to be IG type

or similar fixed as spec.

Form openings in new walls as detailed

with cavity lintols over. Supply & fix new

windows & bifold/ french doors as Clients

choice, finish as adjacent

Form new opening in wall with PC lintol over

and make good all finishes

Build up new internal block wall as spec.

tooth & bond into  Fix door and frame,

existing finish to match existing

UPPER FLOOR NOTES - SCALE 1/50

Roof structure to be formed with rafters in 100x50mm s'wd @ 400mm ct's (as specified by

structural engineer) laid to a fall as detailed on sections topped with clay tiles (to match existing)

on 38x25 s'wd battens at suitable ct's to match tiles, over 'Tyvec' vapour barier breather felt.

Maintain a 50mm airgap over barrier board at eves. Infill void with min 270mm mineral wool

insulation. Roof to achieve a 'U' value of 0.20 W/msq.

FIRST FLOOR CONSTRUCTION - 22mm thick T & G moisture resistant chipboard type C4 to BS:

5669 with screw and glue fixings at board perimeters and intermediate supports to reduce

movement. (A 10mm expansion joint to be allowed at perimeter of chipboard and walls with

support noggins as necessary), on 200/225mm deep  joists at 400mm ct's with strutting as

required. Fit noggings between joists to support all edges of chipboard and plasterboard ceiling

below.  Trimmer and trimmings to staircase and chimney, see specialist's layouts.  All timbers

to be a minimum 40mm from the outside of chimney flue.  Direction of floor joists shown on

first floor plan.  All structural softwood to be SC3 tanalised and includes grading mark 'DRY' or

'KD'. Where external walls run parallel with joist spans, GMS restraint straps are to be provided

at max. 2M ct's. Straps to be fixed over at least 3 No. joists and turned down into cavity with

secure fixings to block face. Fix solid timber blocking below straps to pack between wall and

joists, allow min 25mm to 75mm clear space between joist and parallel wall. Provide 100mm

crown wool or similar insulation (min density 10 kg/m3) between joists.

External walls above dpc to be 275/300mm cavity walling of 100mm facing brickwork (as

schedule) in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 75/100mm nominal air cavity, 40mm Celotex CG4040

or similar PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm

sq. compressive strength (as Structural Engineers specification), finished internally with 12.5mm

plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through wall - 0.28 W/sqmK

INTERNAL TIMBER PARTITIONS - 100x50mm softwood studding at 400mm centres with 100x50mm

head, sole plates and noggins.  Fit double cripple studs each side of door openings.  Provide

support noggins at 600mm maximum centres beneath partitions parallel to joist span.  Stud

centres to coincide with joist centres where partition is at 90 degrees to joist span.  Line both

sides with 12.5mm Gyproc soundblock plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) tape, joint and

finish with 5mm skim coat of gypsum board plaster. Provide 90mm thickness of Gyproc sound

or similar insulation between studs to bathrooms , en-suites, cloakrooms, linen cupboards and

to separating walls between bedrooms all as indicated upon floor plans to conform with

Approved Document E (2003). Face of studs to bathrooms to be lined with 12.5mm Gyproc

duplex board (min density 10 kg/m2). Face of studs to bathrooms to be lined with 15mm

Gyproc moisture resistant board.  Ensure that noggings, bearers etc. required to support

sanitary appliances and fittings are accurately positioned and securely fixed.  All structural

softwood to be SC3 tanalised and include grading mark 'DRY' or 'KD'.

DRAWING NOTES - SCALE 1/50

Form openings in new walls as detailed

with cavity lintols over. Supply & fix new

windows  as Clients choice, finish as

adjacent

New floor (level with adjacent existing) as

detailed elsewhere

Lintols over as SE schedule, to be IG type

or similar fixed as spec.

Form new bedroom wall and door

in studwork as specification

Form new opening in wall with PC lintol over

and make good all finishes

ROOF NOTES - SCALE 1/50

CUT & PITCH ROOF - to be formed in 100x50mm s'wd rafters and joists at 400mm ct's. diagonal

and longitudinal bracing to be fixed in accordance with structural engineers details  Allow for all

loose infilling (rafters, ceiling joists) as required, together with trimmers to dormers and rooflights.

All timbers to be a minimum 50mm from the outside of chimney.  Wallplate to be 100 x 50mm

softwood unless otherwise indicated, to be set to tie in with existing adjacent wall plate. Upvc /

s'wd barge boards and soffits. All structural softwood to be tanalised and include grading mark 'DRY'

or 'KD'. with max moisture content of 20% to BS EN338:1996

All walls at roof level to be restrained at both rafter and ceiling level with GMS straps at max. 2M

ct's fixed over at least 3 No. trusses. Straps fixed under rafters with solid timber blocking over.

(over ceiling ties to have solid blocking below). Strap ends to be fixed to uncut block and into

cavity where possible. Fix straps and anchors in the following locations: - Bat galvanised steel

wallplate straps to secure plate to wall at 1.2m centres. Bat M305 galvanised steel straps at 1.2m

centres anchoring ceiling ties & rafters to gable end walls. Bat M305 galvanised steel straps at

1.2m centres anchoring floor joists to walls. Fix noggings between timbers to which straps are fitted.

The noggin being 50mm wide and a depth matching the adjoining member. Straps to pass over not

less than 3 members.

Form access trap openings using 100 x 50mm tanalised softwood trimmers to give a clear opening

of 1000 x 550mm.  Doors to be 22mm M.D.F. with 32mm softwood linings and 35 x 19mm

softwood stops. Door to be fitted with draught stripping, bolt and 100mm thick Crown Factoryliner

or similar insulated panel.  Position of hatch shown on first / second floor plans OR Roof access

hatch to be proprietary type to achieve a min 'U' value not exceeding 0.35 w/m sqK. Fully

insulated and draught stripped, Supply and install an Easyway aluminum loft ladder with handgrips by

Youngmans to top of hatch.  All hinges, fittings and long arms provided by manufacturer.

Line underside of rafters and sloping rafters exposed to roof voids with Tyvek SD 2 air leakage

barrier prior to lining with 15mm taper edged plasterboard (min density 15 kg/m2) taped and

jointed with Gypsum board primer. Ceiling joists within three storey units to be lined with 12.5mm

thick Gyproc fireline Duplex board to achieve 30 minute fire resistance.

Supply and lay between ceiling joists total 300mm thick Isowool insulation quilt laid in two layers

100mm between ties and 200mm above. (all to achieve a U value of 0.16 W/m2C)..

PITCHED ROOF COVERING - To match and blend in with existing using plain tiles with half round

ridge and hip tiles (non-ventilating) fixed to 38 x 25mm tanalised softwood battens laid over BS

747 tyvec pro vapour resistant underlay, all to be installed in strict accordance with manufacturers

recommendations and details.  Underlay (Tyvek eaves carrier) to be dressed over sprocket and into

gutters.  Tiling to extend to overhang centre line of gutters. Eaves to be finished with Upvc/ S'wd

fascia and soffit to match and blend in with existing. Provide 25mm minimum continuous air gap

between fascia and soffit at low and high level junctions in order to fully ventilate roof void. Tile or

ridge vents to give equivalent of 5mm continuous ventilation (ridge). Provide insect mesh to all

vents. 300mm thick mineral wool quilt insulation to be laid between and over ceiling joists and

carried down into boxed eaves with proprietary retaining device to maintain a 50mm air-gap to

underside of roof covering. All main appliances, water-pipes, conduits, etc. to be below level or roof

insulation or adequately lagged.

Gutters to match and join in with existing to be 112mm half round black 'Osma' 0r similar UPVC/

s'wd on treated s'wd backing with matching 75mm downpipes

Roof structure to be constructed to meet all current specifications, guidelines etc and to match existing

roof as a seemless addition. Existing roof to be stripped back to allow for addition, existing tiles to be

reused on front elevation to maintain type. All gutters flashings valleys and soakers to match existing

and to comply with lDA leadwork details

Eaves overhang to match existing

FLOATING FLOOR- Remove top soil and sub-soil to required level, backfill with selected hardcore to a

depth of 150mm. Lay concrete slab, as SE spec, to a depth of 100mm. Blind slab with maximum 13mm

thick sand blinding, topped with a layer 2000 gauge polythene DPM linked to main DPC. Lay 75mm

thickness of Celotex Tuff-R Zero GA3000Z insulation (calculate thickness using Perimeter/Area ratio and

Celotex chart to give a U-value of min 0.25 W/msqK works to existing buildings - 0.2W/msqK new

build), with 30mm thick Celotex T-Break TB3000 rigid insulation up-stand to full perimeter of external

wall from beams to screed level. Finish floor to set level with 75mm sand/cement screed (1:3)

reinforced with 19 gauge chicken wire mesh on 500 gauge polythene isolating membrane

EXCAVATIONS - Strip off all vegetation, soil, etc. removing all shrubs and grub up roots. Prepare

formation levels in accordance with plans. Excavate foundation trenches etc. to the dimensions

shown on Structural Engineers drawings / details to the satisfaction of the Local Authority / NHBC

FOUNDATIONS - Form concrete foundations and ground beams all in accordance with Engineers

drawings and details. Outline of foundations only shown upon Architects drawings. All to the general

satisfaction of Building Control Inspectorate. Mix to be 1:3:6 with 50mm slump.  Foundation

brickwork to be SP4 quality

Staircase - SCALE 1/20

Wall Intermeadiate Floor
Detail (2)

REFER TO ROBUST STANDARD
DETAILS E-WM-4

Party Wall Detail
Plan

2015 New Build wall details

OUTLINE OF LOWER DPC TRAY

150 min Line of second tray
when required. Weepholes
@ 450mm centres Code 4 apron

FOR SITES DESIGNATED AS BEING OF

MODERATE/SEVERE EXPOSURE OR WHERE

PITCH EXCEEDS 39º  THE SECOND TRAY

IS TO BE PROVIDED

150

Tray kicked out
to form 15mm drip

Code 4 lead tray
with 50mm turn ups

Code 4 lead with 50mm
central turn up & 25mm
apron

BOTH TRAYS ARE TO BE PAINTED WITH

BTUMINOUS PAINT ON BOTH SIDES TO

ENSURE COMPLETE COVERAGE

REFER TO ROBUST STANDARD
DETAILS E-WM-4

Roof to be formed with softwood joists topped with min 50 x 50 treated softwood firings set to a fall of 1 in 80 with Celotex TD4000 126mm insulation deck

fixed with corrosion proof screws and washers (27No per 1200 x 2400mm sheet) noggins under all unsupported ends with all joints taped with strips of

Superbase Fire BLOC underlay fixed in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen. Prime all brick, metal & cementitious items with Ruberoid Bitumen Primer and allow to dry.

Surfaces to receive the new waterproofing system should be clean, smooth and dry. Lay Rubervent perforated underlay, BS 747 type 3G, loose laid, slate surface

down, with minimum 75mm side and end laps, over which lay Superbase FireBLOC underlay fully bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen, with minimum 75mm side

and end laps.  Finish with Superflex FireBLOC 250 slate surfaced membrane fully bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen, with minimum 75mm side and end laps.

Details to be carried out as separate items and comprise one layer each of Superbase FireBLOC underlay and Superflex FireBLOC 250 slate surfaced membrane,

fully bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen.  Upstands to be at least 150mm minimum above the level of the finished waterproofing. Waterproofing should be

installed in accordance with BS 8000: Part 4:1989, BS 8217:1994 and Ruberoid fixing instructions. Ruberoid oxidized bitumen, Grade 115/15, should be used

where the roof pitch is greater than 5°, in accordance with BS 8000:Part 4:1989, bonding bitumen's are normally at the correct viscosity for application at

240°C.  Do not heat bonding bitumen above 260°C. internally with 15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth.  All to achieve

a U-value of 0.18 W/msq.

External walls above dpc to be 300mm cavity
walling of 100mm facing brickwork (as schedule)
in stretcher bond to outer leaf, 50mm nominal
air cavity, 50mm Celotex CG5000 or similar
PUR/PIR rigid foam insulation, 100mm blockwork
inner (0.15w/mk) leaf of 2.8N/mm sq.
compressive strength (as Structural Engineers
specification), finished internally with 12.5mm
plaster float & set smooth. Max 'U'value through
wall - 0.25 W/sqmK
.

2015 Extension details 300mm walls

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2622

gives 13 equal risers of 202mm and equal

going of 242mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch.

Width 905mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom

minimum 1800-2000mm depending on position

to conform to Approved document K. Handrail

set at 900mm min. above pitch line, No part

of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of

a 100mm sphere, to conform with Approved

document K

Strings32mm
Treads 25mm
Risers 9mm plywood
Newel 100x100mm with ball cap
Handrails 50x75mm
Wall handrail 38x89mm
Fluted Spindles 32mm

DORMER WINDOWS. - Constructed off double rafters, form dormer cheeks consisting of 100 x 50mm studwork with 100 x 50mm head and sloping sole plate and timber lintel to

window.  Provide 70mm thick Celotex GA4070 insulation between studs leaving a 40mm air-gap to internal face.  Line studs externally with 12mm external quality timber sheeting

and breather membrane.  Finish studs room side with 60mm Celotex GA4000 insulation under, taped joints with mastic seal to perimeter to provide a VCL. 12.5mm Gyproc

Duplex board and finish with 5mm skim coat of gypsum board plaster.  Finish frame externally with code 5 lead over building paper / 38x25mm treated s'wd tiling battens min

length 1200mm to be fixed through membrane and OSB to studwork at 114mm gauge (max) with plain tile hanging (265x165). Fix soakers and flashings as required to all roof

and widow junctions in code 4 lead sheet.  Provide code 4 lead flashings and soakers at junction of cheeks and main roof slope. Where external stud wall has an area greater

than 1 Msq. and is within 1000mm of a relevant boundary, fix  9mm Promat Supalux boarding between sheathing material and underlay/tile battens to the outside and finish

internally with 12.5mm plasterboard with 3mm gypsum plaster finish All to provide a U value of max 0.18 W/sqmK.

Construct dormer roof with

100 x 50mm rafters and

ceiling ties at 400mm

centres off sw'd plates head

of cheeks as described

above. Roof covering to

match main roof.  Lay

between ceiling ties total

300mm thick Isowool

insulation quilt laid in 2

equal layers. Line ceiling in

12.5mm plasterboard, tape,

float & set. All structural

softwood to be tanalised and

include grading mark 'DRY'

or 'KD'. All Lead work to be

carried out in accordance

with the Lead Development

Associations recommendations.

100x50mm rafters @ 400mm ct's on

125x25mm ridgeboard.

Finish roof withh Redland plain

clay, Rosemary roof tiles (to

match existing) on 38x25 s'wd

battens laid over 'tyvec' breather

felt layer

300mm thick mineral wool quilt insulation

to be laid between and over ceiling joists

and carried down into boxed eaves with

proprietary retaining device to maintain a

50mm air-gap to underside of roof

covering

Lead valley's soakers, flashings

and apron as LDA details & spec

Lead valley's soakers, flashings

and apron as LDA details & spec

75-100mm thk concrete screed

finish with mesh reinforcement

to Engineer's details

DPCRemove top soil and treat sub-soil

with an approved weedkiller

Remove top soil and treat sub-soil

with an approved weedkiller

Beam and block floor installed in

accordance with Specialist's
details
75-100mm thk concrete screed

finish with mesh reinforcement

to Engineer's details

Roof to be formed with softwood joists topped with min 50 x 50 treated softwood firings set to a fall of 1 in 80 with Celotex TD4126 insulation deck fixed with

corrosion proof screws and washers (27No per 1200 x 2400mm sheet) noggins under all unsupported ends with all joints taped with strips of Superbase Fire

BLOC underlay fixed in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen. Prime all brick, metal & cementitious items with Ruberoid Bitumen Primer and allow to dry. Surfaces to

receive the new waterproofing system should be clean, smooth and dry. Lay Rubervent perforated underlay, BS 747 type 3G, loose laid, slate surface down, with

minimum 75mm side and end laps, over which lay Superbase FireBLOC underlay fully bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen, with minimum 75mm side and end

laps.  Finish with Superflex FireBLOC 250 slate surfaced membrane fully bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen, with minimum 75mm side and end laps. Details

to be carried out as separate items and comprise one layer each of Superbase FireBLOC underlay and Superflex FireBLOC 250 slate surfaced membrane, fully

bonded in Ruberoid Bonding Bitumen.  Upstands to be at least 150mm minimum above the level of the finished waterproofing. Waterproofing should be installed

in accordance with BS 8000: Part 4:1989, BS 8217:1994 and Ruberoid fixing instructions. Ruberoid oxidized bitumen, Grade 115/15, should be used where the

roof pitch is greater than 5°, in accordance with BS 8000:Part 4:1989, bonding bitumen's are normally at the correct viscosity for application at 240°C.  Do not

heat bonding bitumen above 260°C. internally with 15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float and set smooth.  All to achieve a U-value of

0.18 W/msq.

102mm outer skin of facing brickwork in
stretcher bond, 100mm nominal cavity (55mm
airspace) with 45mm Celotex Tuff-R Zero
CW3000Z rigid insulation and 100mm Thermalite
block inner leaf  lined internally with 12.5mm
taper edge plasterboard, (minimum density of 10
kg/m2) on 10mm plaster dabs, taped and jointed
with gypsum board primer. Cavity ties to BS1243
built in at 750mm horizontal and 450mm vertical
maximum staggered centres [double number at
openings].  Mortar to be 1: 1: 6 mix
cement/lime/sand. Close cavity at head of wall
with 12mm thick supalux or similar
non-combustible board.  Provide movement joints
as detailed upon drawings. All to achive a U-value
of 0.25 w/msq.

Building Over Or Close To Public Sewers

Through recent amendments to the Building Regulations, Local Authority building control departments

and approved inspectors (NHBC etc) are responsible for controlling building over public sewers that

are:

1. 225mm in diameter or less: and

2. Less than 3 metres deep: and

3. Where less than six metres of public sewer is to be built over: and

4. Access to the public sewer is unimpeded.

1:20
ELEVATION

in window
rebate
gasket

SECTION
A-A
1:5

1:5 SECTION
B-B

gasket in window
rebate

connection with installation of VELUX roof

window.
Current building regulations must be observed

in

1:2,5

VELUX
Flashing EDZ
side gutter

VELUX
Flashing EDZ
Top gutter

Support batten Tile batten

Internal finish Service area Vapour barrier Insulation

20
m
m

80
m
m

VELUX
Lining LSB

VELUX
Flashing EDZ
Pleated apron
Counter battenVELUX

Underfelt collar BFX
VELUX
Lining LSB
VELUX
Vapour barrier BBX Vapour barrier Ventilation path Felt/breather membrane

VELUX
Vapour barrier BBX

Installation batten

Ventilation path

Vapour barrier VELUX
Vapour barrier BBX

Installation batten

VELUX
Underfelt collar BFX

Sealed overlapping joint

1:2,5 Double trimmers
where necessary

Double rafter/trimmers

where necessary

VELUX
Underfelt collar BFX
VELUX
Transverse drainage gutter

Rafter/trimmer

Felt/breather membrane

Felt/breather membrane
VELUX
Transverse drainage gutter VELUX
Underfelt collar BFX

Felt/breather membrane

GGL centre-pivot roof

window
installed into profiled tiles.

102mm outer skin of facing brickwork in
stretcher bond, 100mm nominal cavity (50mm
airspace) with 50mm Celotex CW3050 rigid
insulation and 100mm Celcon Standard (or
similar) block inner leaf  lined internally with
12.5mm plaster, Cavity ties to BS1243 built in at
750mm horizontal and 450mm vertical maximum
staggered centres [double number at openings].
Mortar to be 1: 1: 6 mix cement/lime/sand.
Close cavity at head of wall with 12mm thick
supalux or similar non-combustible board.
Provide movement joints as detailed upon
drawings. All to achive a U-value of 0.25 w/msq.

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2723

gives 13 equal risers of 209mm and equal

going of 251mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch.

Width 855mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom

minimum 1800-2000mm depending on position

to conform to Approved document K. Handrail

set at 900mm min. above pitch line, No part

of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of

a 100mm sphere, to conform with Approved

document K

Strings32mm
Treads 25mm
Risers 9mm plywood
Newel 100x100mm with ball cap
Handrails 50x75mm
Wall handrail 38x89mm
Fluted Spindles 32mm

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2845

gives 14 equal risers of 203mm and equal

going of 244mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch.

Width 855mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom

minimum 1800-2000mm depending on position

to conform to Approved document K. Handrail

set at 900mm min. above pitch line, No part

of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of

a 100mm sphere, to conform with Approved

document K

Strings32mm
Treads 25mm
Risers 9mm plywood
Newel 100x100mm with ball cap
Handrails 50x75mm
Wall handrail 38x89mm
Fluted Spindles 32mm

015-016/112

Supply and fix

2No. Velux
1100x750 windows

2015 External Works
2015 Loft Conversion

102mm outer skin of facing brickwork in
stretcher bond, 100mm nominal cavity (50mm
airspace) with 50mm Celotex CW3050 rigid
insulation and 100mm Celcon Standard (or
similar) block inner leaf  lined internally with
12.5mm plaster, Cavity ties to BS1243 built in at
750mm horizontal and 450mm vertical maximum
staggered centres [double number at openings].
Mortar to be 1: 1: 6 mix cement/lime/sand.
Close cavity at head of wall with 12mm thick
supalux or similar non-combustible board.
Provide movement joints as detailed upon
drawings. All to achive a U-value of 0.25 w/msq.

Typical Skeiling Detail
Scale 1/10
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8SITE BOUNDRY

PROPOSED SINGLE
STOREY SIDE
EXTENSION

SIDE ELEVATION
SECTION B-B

A

A

B
B

SD

Smoke Detector

FB

Fire Blanket

FD
30/30 Fire Door

FD (SC)

60/60 Fire Door
self closing with
Intumescent strip

SS Sub-Stack
SVP Soil & Vent
pipe

1200x760.

1700x700.
1000x760.

Haddonstone,or similar

approved pillars,1100mm high.

provide new 1100mm min. high railings to top

of retaining wall, to be detailed & designed to

suit horizintal forces in accordance with

B.S.6399:Part 1 1996 & B.S.6280:1995.

See drawing No.1818-015 for

details of portico.

new rainwater outlets from flat roof to main

pitch roof, for details see DWG.1876-07

svp to vent 3000mm horizontally

from any window opening &

900mm vertically from any

window head.

Steps formed from messrs

Haddonstone steps system

continuously bedded on 150mm

min. insitu conc. former on

100mm min well consolidated

hardcore.
Landing formed from paving

slabs,type to be confirmed by

client,laid to fall from door cill on

weak mix conc. bed on R.C. slab

to Structural Engineer's

details.Provide cavity trays/d.p.c.

as applicable.

Existing ground level.

code 4 flashing with cavity

tray within wall, provide

propriety weep holes @

450mm max. ctrs.

windows to incorporate trickle

vent units providing equiv. of

8000sq.mm to habitable & 4000

sq. mm to others, to be

confirmed with specialist

manufacturers.

1:3 sand/cement flaunching

to chimney pot

meter boxes min. 600mm

above ground level

lead rolls to all hips and ridges

NOTE:
Railings have been removed for

clarity.

Walls surrounding lightwell at second floor

level to be min half hour fire resisting.

Allow for trimming of floor joists

to allow for future staircase to

second floor.

Flat roof laid to 1:60 fall

to rainwater outlets.

Flat roof laid to 1:60 fall

to rainwater outlets.

lead rolls to all hips and ridges

VENTILATED VOID.

Glazed lightwell/lantern by

specialist sub contractor.

Cranked steelwork in the roof is

to be designed by Structural

Engineer.
new hand made clay tiles to

main roof with bonnets to

hips, exact type to be

confirmed with client.

within roof void provide to 2 no. layers

of Rockwool Rollbatts 1 no. 150mm

layer layed between roof trusses &

then additional 100mm layer layed

perpendicular over the top of the

trusses to provide a U'value of 0.16

W/m sq.

facing brickwork to match

existing.

rainwater goods fixed to upvc

fascia to match existing.

double glazed white finished

door and window frames to

match existing.

existing ground level.

r.p.

steel beam over with shs.

posts each end to
Structural Engineer's

details.30min. fire
protection.

LOFT FLOOR - Form new loft floor by fixing new 50x200mm strength class C16 structural floor

joists at 400mm ct's. between existing joists skew nailed to existing wall plates. Solid strutting

to be provided between joists spanning in excess of 2500mm. Joists to be 40mm clear of

chimney breasts or 200mm clear of Flues. Double joists to be provided, under non load bearing

partitions. Existing ceiling joists to be strapped to new floor joists with 20x1mm galvanised steel

bands. 100mm mineral wool between existing ceiling joists supported on chicken wire, where

existing ceiling is lath and plaster or 9.5mm plasterboard. Mineral wool to be run up to but not

into eaves. Where existing ceiling is 12.5mm plasterboard, chicken wire omitted.

Lay 22mm T&G flooring grade chipboard throughout, including eaves storage space over existing

ceiling joists. Floor to bathroom to be laid with moisture resistant chipboard as specified in BS

7331:1990 part 5:1977 to conform with approved document C (2004).

ASHLAR TIMBER PARTITIONS - 100x50mm softwood studding (C16 tanalised and include grading

mark 'DRY' or 'KD'.)  at 400mm centres with 100 x 50mm head, sole plates and noggings.

Fill voids between studs with 75 mm Celotex TB4075, flush with the back of the studs leaving

a 35mm cavity. Then fix Celotex TB3012 over the inside face of the studs. The joints to the

insulation to be taped using Celotex insulation tape and perimeter seal with mastic to provide a

VCL.  Finish with 12.5mm taper edged plasterboard (min density 10 kg/m2) fixed through to

the studs.  All to achieve a 'U' value of 0.28 W/msqK.

NEW PARTITIONS - Internal partitions to be 50x100mm vertical studs at 400mm ct's. fixed to

head and sole plates with staggered noggins. Both sides to be faced with 12.5mm Gyproc

Soundblock (min mass 10Kg/msq) and plaster skim coat finish. Voids to be filled with snug

fitting 100mm mineral wool to conform with Approved Document E (2003).

ROOF WINDOWS - (Velux or similar) - Roof window openings to be fully trimmed with 2no.

50x100mm C16 rafters. Trimmers also provided above and below openings. All windows to be

double glazed with 4/16/4 low E glass and installed in accordance with manufacturer's details.

ESCAPE WINDOW - Habitable rooms to have access to emergency egress window with minimum

unobstructed openable area of at least 0.33 msq. And with minimum dimensions of

450x750mm, e.g. Velux GPL M08. Escape window to be 1700mm (max) from eaves measured

along slope. Bottom of openable area to be between 600 - 1100mm above finished floor level

- All windows to be double glazed using 4/16/4 low-E glass to a U-value of 0.18 W/msqK.

(Approved Document L 2002). Guarding to be provided where sill height is less than 800mm

above finished floor level unless emergency egress window is in roof slope. All habitable rooms

to have opening windows with rapid ventilation equivalent to 5% of floor area with part minimum

1750mm above floor level. Background ventilation of 8000 sq mm (min). Bathroom to be fitted

with mechanical extractor to achieve 15 lts pre sec. extraction connected to light switch and

set to overrun for 15 minutes if window not provided. Bathroom to have background ventilation

of 4000 sq mm.

VENTILATION TO EXISTING ROOF - Existing roof structure to be provided with proprietary

ventilators or vents to existing eaves to achieve equivalent continuous ventilation of 25mm

(eaves). Tile or ridge vents to give equivalent of 5mm continuous ventilation (ridge). Provide

insect mesh to all vents

ELECTRICAL - Provide one fixed energy-efficient light fitting to achieve a luminous efficiency

greater than 40 lumens per circuit watt. Electrical installation to be designed, installed,

inspected and tested in accordance with the requirements of BS 7871 (IEE Wiring Regulations

and Approved document P, electrical safety)

DRAINAGE - Bath, basin & shower waste pipes to be 40mm dia. Runs up to 4M to be 50mm

dia. All connected separately with water seal traps to existing SVP or new 100mm common

branch pipe (1:40 fall). Cleaning access to be provided at change of pipe direction. Opposed

connections to SVP to offset at least 200mm. Vent pipe within 3M of an openable window to

be extended 900mm above window and provided with cage or perforated cover to guidance in

Approved document H

FIRE - All new doors to provide fire resistance to FD 20 standard with intumescent strips. Door

stops 25x35mm gluer and screwed. Existing internal doors to be fitted with self closing devices.

Where built over habitable rooms, circulation spaces with existing 18mm plain edge floor boards

to be overlaid with 4mm hardboard. Door glazing and fanlights within protected stair enclosure

to be fitted with fire resistant glass. Provide mains-operated smoke alarms with battery reserve

supply to all floors to conform with guidance to Approved document B.

ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING - Provide one fixed energy-efficient light fitting to achieve a

luminous efficiency greater than 40 lumens per circuit watt in accordance with GIL 20 to one

room on each floor of the building

INSULATION TO ROOF SLOPE - Where there is a habitable room in a roof-space insulate

between and under rafters maintaining a 50mm ventilation air-gap above insulation, using

50mm Celotex GA4050 between the rafters. Fix battens or nails (leaving 50% of nail exposed)

to inside of rafter to support insulation and maintain 50mm air-gap and friction fit insulation

board. Secure second layer to the underside of rafters internally as a counter layer of 70mm

Celotex GA4070 insulation secure boards (tape joints and mastic seal perimeters to form VCL)

in place using 25x50mm s'wd battens over fixed down through the insulation to the rafter line.

Fix vapour control layer under 15mm duplex plasterboard face (min density 15 kg/m2) float

and set smooth. All to providing a 'U' value of 0.18 W/msqK.

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2700 gives 13 equal risers of 208mm and equal going

of 248mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch. Width 750mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom minimum

1800-2000mm depending on position to conform to Approved document K. Handrail set at

900mm min. above pitch line, No part of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of a 100mm

sphere, to conform with Approved document K

STAIRCASE - Estimated floor to floor of 2700 gives 13 equal risers of 208mm and equal going

of 248mm at a 42 deg. (Max) pitch. Width 750mm 12.5mm to stair soffit. Headroom minimum

1800-2000mm depending on position to conform to Approved document K. Handrail set at

900mm min. above pitch line, No part of balustrade or staircase to allow passage of a 100mm

sphere, to conform with Approved document K
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Lounge

Dining

Double Bedroom

Twin Bedroom

Dressing table
and stool

Double Wardrobe

Chest of
drawers

Storage unit
Coffee Table

Sideboard

Desk and stool
Double Wardrobe

2No. Single Wardrobe

OR -

Bathroom

Focal Point Fire

Chest of
drawers

3 BED 5 PERSON

Single Bedroom

Desk and stool

Single Wardrobe
Chest of
drawers
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Soleplate min. +150mm
above external
ground level

Breather Membrane
lap below solepalte
to DPC level

75 x 3.1 Ring Nail
fixings in accordance
with Roe site fixing
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DPC extended
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75 x 3.1 Ring Nail
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75mm thick type 1 sub-base well

consolidated on well compacted

sub-base

600 x 600 slabs as finishes
schedule

25 mm mortar bed Slabs butt jointed and dry
brushed with sand

gravel laid over membrane
(details & type to be agreed)
level of gravel to be 15mm
below paving flags

turfed areas laid over 300mm
topsoil.

geotextile membrane

75mm thick type 1 sub-base well

consolidated on well compacted

sub-base

600 x 600 slabs as finishes
schedule 25 mm mortar bed
Slabs butt jointed and dry brushed with

sand
gravel laid over membrane
(details & type to be agreed)
level of gravel to be 15mm
below paving flags
geotextile membrane
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36" COOKTOP #KGCP467JSS 30" range
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Semi-concealed gas meter box

for flats 1 & 3 in min

500x500mm excavation. Pipe

to enter wall through full

length sleeve sealed with

non-setting mastic compound.

Back fill to be well

consolidated.
GAS
Flat3

Window with clear openable

area of 1.0m sq, fitted with

simple lever handles that can

be operated by the fire service.

Stair Details Ground to First
Floor to floor = 28 05mm
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